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An Analysis of the
ISO FTAM Basic
File Protocol
Specified in
LOTOS*
R Lai
ALo
Department of Computer Science
and Computer Engineering,
La Trobe University,
Victoria, Australia 3083

This paper describes the use of LOLA to verify the ISO
FTAM (File Transfer, Access and Management) protocol
and discusses the analysis of its behaviour using its
utilities. LOLA is a computer aided analysis tool developed
by the Madrid University of Technology, Spain. The
Formal Description Technique used by the tool is LOTOS.
It performs LOTOS to LOTOS transformations; the
transformations are expansion, parameterised expansion
and internal action removal. After applying these
transformations to the LOTOS specification, deadlocks and
livelocks can be analysed on the expanded form. LOTOS
specifications can be tested by generating a test process;
protocol behaviour can then be studied using the test
results, and compared to its service specification. The
protocol properties that can be analysed using LOLA
utilities are deadlock and livelock freeness, and
termination. Finally, a comparison is made with the
previous verification work performed on FTAM using
Petri Nets.

Associate Editor: K Raymond
1 INTRODUCTION
The recent advance in protocol specification using Formal
Description Techniques (FDTs) has opened up a new horizon
for analysing communication protocols. A number of FDTs
have been standardised internationally; one of them is LOTOS
(ISO, 1988b; Bolognesi and Brinksma, 1987). Protocol veri
fication is the demonstration of the correctness of the protocol
design represented by its formal specification. Techniques for
verifying computer network protocols have progressed sig
nificantly in the past decade. The success is largely due to the
development of the symbolic execution approach for formal
specification and to the greater automation of the verification
process. Automated protocol verification is the use of compu
ter tools to verify a communication protocol based on its
formal specification (Billington, Wilbur-Ham and Bearman,
1985; West, 1978).
Reachability analysis (Vuong and Cowan, 1983) has been
a popular approach to protocol verification as it can be easily
automated; but it suffers from the state space explosion
problem. LOTOS is an algebraic language (Ehrig and Mahr,
1985); algebraic verification is based on the explicit exploita
tion of the algebraic nature of the protocol description; it tends
to be harder to automate than the reachability analysis ap
proach. Verification of LOTOS specification at present is still
very much under research; reports on verification of non
trivial protocols specified in LOTOS have been rare. LOLA
(LOtos LAboratory) (Quemada, Fernandez and Manus, 1987),
developed at the Department of Telematics of the Madrid
University of Technology, Spain, is a computer aided tool for
the analysis of computer communication protocols. It is based
on the FDT LOTOS. A LOTOS specification is the starting
point for analysing protocols using LOLA.
This paper describes the use of LOLA to verify the ISO
FTAM protocol and discusses the analysis of its behaviour
using its utilities. FTAM is a complex protocol within the
application layer of the OSI reference model (Bartoli, 1983).
It consists of two protocols: the basic file protocol and the
error recovery protocol. The basic protocol is further divided
into the basic file protocol and the bulk data transfer protocol.
This analysis is for the basic file protocol only. After the
protocol has been specified in LOTOS, the protocol behaviour
can then analysed using the utilities of LOLA.

2 LOTOS
*A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 15th Australian
Computer Science Conference held in Hobart in 1992.

Copyright© 1995, Australian Computer Society Inc. General permission
to republish, but notfor profit, all or part of this material is granted,
provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is given and that reference is
made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the Australian Computer
Society Inc.
Manuscript received: January 1994.

LOTOS (ISO, 1988b; Bolognesi and Brinksma, 1987), the
Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications, has been
conceived in the framework of OSI standardisation as a tool
for the formal description of protocols (Lagemaat and Scollo,
1988; Najm, 1989). The formal mathematical model ofLOTOS
has two components: Calculus of Communicating Systems
(CCS) (Milner, 1980) and the abstract data type language
ACT ONE (Ehrig and Mahr, 1985). The CCS deals with the
description of process behaviours and interactions. Its basic
elements are process and event. A process is a system compo
nent that may interact with its environment. An event is an
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atomic form of interaction between two processes. LOTOS uses
a modification of CCS, called CCS*, which is a variant of CCS.
ACT ONE deals with the description of data structures and value
expressions. It describes the abstract relationships among data
structures and not the concrete representations .
LOTOS specification of a system consists of a set of
interconnected processes to perform a common task. Every
process communicates through a set of named gates. At such
gates, communication is observable in terms of atomic syn
chronous interactions. The values exchanged by the processes
are represented by value expressions.

predicates. Expansion is stopped when a stop, an exit state
ment or a parameterised behaviour of an existing one is found.
By parameterised behaviour of an existing one, we mean a
behaviour which is exactly equal to the previous one except
for some value expressions, The only ways for the data values
to affect an expansion is through guards, synchronisation and
selection predicates. Thus the parameterised expansion must
keep all possible action of every parameterisation (Quemada,
Pavon and Fernandez, 1988). It produces a more compressed
representation of the transition system and reduces the state
exploration as the treatment of value expression is always
done symbolically.

3 LOLA
LOLA is a transformational tool developed for serving as an
environment for a transformational approach to LOTOS veri
fication. Its main transformation is expansion, which calcu
lates the possible executions of a system symbolically. It can
also calculate the results of the test executed for a specifica
tion. These are achieved by transforming a given LOTOS
specification into an equivalent LOTOS specification where
the desired information is made explicit, such as execution
paths, deadlocks, or state structure of a specification. Several
transformations are implemented in LOLA. The principal
ones are expansion, parameterised expansion, internal action
removal and test expansion. The details of LOLA can be found
in Pavon and Quemada (1990); Quemada, Fernandez and
Manas (1987); Quemada, Pavon and Fernandez (1988) and
Quemada, Pavon and Fernandez (1989).

3.1 Expansion
Expansion produces a compressed version of the transition
system generated by a LOTOS specification. This transforma
tion removes parallelism, enabling, and disabling operators and
substitutes them with summation and action prefix operators.
The new specification is a subset of LOTOS which includes only
the following operators: action denotations, action prefix, alter
native, choice statements, guards, process definition and instan
tiation. The transformed specification is a strong bisimulation
equivalent to the original. Generation of an expansion stops
when a stop or an exit statement or a duplicated behaviour is
found for each branch of the expansion. This expansion does
reduce state explorations of the state space of the specification.
The state exploration has loop detection such that the exploration
along a path is stopped when such a loop is detected. The result
of the state exploration is presented as an equivalent LOTOS
behaviour (Pavon and Quemada, 1990). Expansion has applica
tion in testing. Tests are conducted by specifying a test process
and making it synchronise with the specification under test. The
result of an expansion is the result of the test (Pavon and
Quemada, 1990).

3.2 Parameterised Expansion
Parameterised expansion has only two items differing from
the previous expansion i.e. the treatment of the finalisation of
an expansion and the treatment of the guards and selection
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3.3 Redundant Internal Action Removal
This transformation is to be applied to the output of the first
two transformations. Its basic idea is to eliminate redundant
internal actions and closed internal action loops according to
a weak bisimulation. It has been conceived to be applied to the
output of an expansion, with the purpose of reducing the
redundant i actions generated during an expansion and thus
reducing its size. Closed internal action loops represent diver
gent behaviours, which may be potentially dangerous (Pavon
and Quemada, 1990).

4 FILE TRANSFER, ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT
ISO 8571 (ISO, 1988a) defines a file transfer service and
protocol, known as File Transfer, Access and Manage
ment (FTAM). The protocol is available within the appli
cation layer of the OSI reference model. It controls the
transfer of whole files or parts of files between endsystems. FTAM supports two services: the external file
service (EFS) and internal file service (IFS). For the EFS,
a user states its FTAM quality of service requirements, but
has no control of error recovery, delegating such consid
erations to the service provider. For the IFS, a user has
primitives available for error recovery and control of
checkpointing mechanisms. There are two protocols speci
fied for FTAM: basic file protocol, supporting the IFS, and
error recovery protocol, supporting the EFS.

4.1 FTAM Model
The operation of the FTAM protocol is modelled by the
interaction of two file protocol machines (FPMs). The two
FPMs communicate by means of the services available at their
lower boundary, in such a way as to provide the service
required at their upper boundary. The file service is defined
asymmetrically, with the file service user “A” being the
initiator and file service user “B” being the responder. File
user “A” can request the EFS or IFS service. The FTAM
protocol machine model is shown in Figure 1. The file service
and its supporting protocol are concerned with creating a
series of stages, a working environment in which the initia
tor’s desired activities can take place. This leads to a set of
contexts being established. The period for which some parts
of the common state held by the service users is valid is called
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a “regime”. As progressively more shared states are estab
lished, a nest of corresponding regimes is built up. How
ever, there will, in general, be a time lag between the
establishment of a regime at the two ends of the associa
tion. Four types of file regimes are defined: FTAM estab
lishment, file selection, file open, and data transfer re
gime. The nesting of FTAM regimes and the different
services are shown in Figure 2.

User A

FTAMProtocol

FInitiator

FResponder

other
subprocesses

other
subprocesses

User B
External service

Figure 3: Structure of the specification.
FERPM

Error Recovery

FERPM

Protocol

Recovery

Recovery

i Procedures

i

Procedures

Internal service

Basic

Basic
Basic Protocol

The assumptions of the specification are:
— there are two service users only, with only one acting as
a caller;
— the buffer capacity of the service provider is unlimited, i.e.
the length of the queues is not bounded by any natural
number;
— data are not corrupted during transfer.
Only the FTAM Basic File Protocol has been specified. It
is not possible to list all the LOTOS specification of the FTAM
services here as it will take up too much space. More details
of the specifications can be found in Appendix 1 and in Lai and
Lo (1991). However, the architecture of the specification are
explained below.

Lower layer provider

Figure 1: FTAM File Protocol machine model.

File Selection Regime

5.1 Architecture of the Specification
File Open Regime

Data transfer Regime

F-Transfer-End

F-Read
F-Write
F-Locate
F-Erase
F-Open
F-Change Attrib

F-Data
F-Data-End

F-Read-Attrib
F-Select

F-Deselect

F-Create
Filestore

F-Delete
Management

F-Initialize

F-Terminate
F-Abort

Figure 2: FTAM File Regimes and Services.

5 LOTOS SPECIFICATION OF FTAM
We view the FPMs shown in Figure 1 as a set of three
interconnected LOTOS processes i.e. initiating, responding
FPM and lower service provider. Each service provided by
the machine is specified by a sub-process. Hence, the architec
ture of the specification derived from the FTAM model is as
shown in Figure 3.

It is possible with LOTOS to describe the behaviour of a
system in a stepwise fashion, moving from one abstraction
level to another. This is a powerful technique since, at each
level, it helps the designer capture a complete and precise
behaviour of the (sub)system before considering lower
level details.
The specification consists of two FPMs and a lower
layer service provider. Let FTAMProtocol be the specifi
cation identifier for the Basic FPM. Let FInitiator be the
process identifier for the initiator FPM, and let// and pi be
the upper and lower gate identifiers for FInitiator, respec
tively. Let FResponder be the process identifier for the
responder FPM, and let fr and pr be the upper and lower
gate identifiers respectively. Let ACSE be the process
identifier for the ACSE service, and pi and pr be the gate
identifiers representing the initiator and the responder
respectively. Using this principle within the framework of
the constraint-oriented specification style (Faci, Logrippo
and Stepien, 1991; Vissers, Scollo and Van Sinderen,
1988), and based on the FTAM model shown in Figure 1
and the specification architecture shown in Figure 3, with
/and p being the most external gates, the top-level speci
fication is as follows:
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specification FTAMProtocol [f,p] : noexit : =

5.4 Process ACSE

library
(* standard data types used in this module *)
endlib
(* local data types and behavioural expressions*)
behaviour
Hide pi,pr in
C (FInitiator [f i ,pi] ) Ml FResponder [fr,pr] ) |[pi,pr]| ACSE[pi,pr])
where

process FInitiatorCfi,pi] : noexit :=
(* process definitions of Finitiator *)
endproc(* Finitiator *)
process FResponder[fr,pr] : noexit :=
(* process definitions of FResponder *)
endproc(* FResponder *)
process ACSE[pi,pr]

: noexit :=

The structure of the specification of the process ACSE is
given below:

(* process definitions of ACSE *)
endproc(* ACSE *)
endspec(* FTAMProtocol *)

5.2 Service Primitives
The correspondences between the FTAM Basic File and
ACSE service primitives and their associated action denota
tions in LOTOS are as follows:
FTAM Regime Establishment Service Primitives
Finirq

at fi : fi

!ir

!Fini

Finiin at fr : fr

!ir !Fini

Finirp

at fr : fr

!ri

!Fini

Finicf at fi : fi

!ri !Fini

Fterrq

FTAM Regime Termination Service Primitives
at fi : fi !ir !Fter
Fterin at fr : fr !ir IFter

Fterrp

at fr : fr

!ri

!Fter

Ftercf at fi : fi

!ri !Fter

A-ASSrq at

A-ASSOCIATE Service Primitives
pi : pi !ir !A_ASS
A-ASSin at pr : pr

!ir !A_ASS

A-ASSrp at

pr : pr

A-ASScf at pi : pi

!ri !A_ASS

A-RELrq at

A-RELEASE Service Primitives
pi : pi !ir !A_REL
A-RELin at pr : pr

!ir !A_REl

A-RELrp at

pr : pr

!ri !A_REI

!ri

!ri

!A_ASS

!A_REL

A-RELcf at pi : pi

Process A CSE models the ACSE service. The specification
of process ACSE uses four subprocesses; the constraints
are as follows:
— ACSE_pi describes the constraint on the sequences of
actions at pi,
— ACSE_pr describes the constraint on the sequences of
actions at pr,
— ACSE_ir describes the constraint on the sequences of those
actions initiated at pi, and those actions at pr that result
from actions initiated at pi,
— ACSE_ri describes the constraint on the sequences of those
actions initiated at pr, and those actions at pi that result
from actions initiated at pr.

5.3 Process Finitiator
Finitiator is the name of the process which specifies the connec
tion initiatorpartof theBasicFPM. The specification ofFinitiator
in LOTOS uses four subprocesses; they are as follows:
— FInitiator_fi describes the constraint on the sequences of
actions at fi,
— FInitiator_pi describes the constraint on the sequences of
actions at pi,
— FInitiator_ir describes the constraint on the sequences of
those actions initiated atfi, and those actions at pi that result
from actions initiated at fi,
— FInitiator_ri describes the constraint on the sequences of
those actions initiated at pi, and those actions atfi that result
from actions initiated at pi.
The structure of the specification of the process Finitiator
is given below:
process FInitiator[fi,pi]:noexit :=
FInitiator_fi[fi] III Finitiator_pi[pi]
I [f i] |
(hide sync in FInitiator_ir[fi,pi,sync] I [sync]| FInitiator_ri[fi,pi,sync]:
where
process
"process definitions of FInitiator_{fi,pi,ir,ri>"
endproc
endproc
4 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 27, No.1, FEBRUARY 1995

process acse[pi,pr]: noexit :=
acse_[pi] III acse_pr[pr]
I [pi,pr] I
(hide sync in acse_ir[pi,pr,sync] I[sync]I acse.ri[pi,pr,sync])
where
process
"process definitions of ACSE_{pi,pr,ir,ri}"

endproc
endproc

5.5 Process FResponder
FResponder is the name of the process which specifies the
responder part of the Basic FPM. The specification of
FResponder in LOTOS uses four subprocesses; they are
described as follows:
— FResponder_fr describes the constraint on the sequences
of actions at fr,
— FResponder_pr describes the constraint on the sequences
of actions at pr,
— FResponder_ir describes the constraint on the sequences
of those actions initiated at pr, and those actions at fr that
result from actions initiated at pr,
— FResponder_ri describes the constraint on the sequences
of those actions initiated at fr, and those actions at pr that
result from actions initiated at fr.
The structure of the specification of process FResponder is
given below:
process FResponder[fr.pr]: noexit :=
FResponder_fr[fr]

I I I FResponder_pr[pr]

I [pr] I
(hide sync in FResponder_ir[fr,pr,sync]

I[sync]I FResponder_ri[fr,pr,sync]

where
process
"process definitions of FResponder.{fr,pr,ir,ri}"
endproc
endproc

6 ANALYSIS USING LOLA
6.1 Deadlock Detection
Deadlock detection can be done by using either the expan
sion or parameterised expansion utilities. There will be
explicit deadlocks (actions leading to lonely stops, which
means that there are no outgoing transition from those
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states) and invisible potential ones (in all guards and
selection predicates which may take a state equivalent to a
lonely stop for data values).
Parameterised expansion was applied to the FTAM Basic
File Protocol LOTOS specifications. The expanded form reveal
that it has no deadlock. This is deduced from the fact that it has
no lonely stops being detected during the expansion; and it has
no selection predicates nor guards on the expanded form. This is
further evidenced by the statistics obtained after the parameterised
expansion. It shows the number of stops and exits are both zero.
The following statistics have been obtained.

process FTAMtestl [f,ok]:noexit : =
f IFinirq;
f IFiniin;
f IFinirp;
f IFinicf;
ok;
stop
endproc

The result is a must pass and there is one trace to the
termination event ok, as shown below:

Statistics:
max. cells

12029 - 192464 bytes

used cells

3055

lost cells

vis.actions

83

i actions

0
0

exits
choices

6

processes

stops
guards
alternatives

6.3.1 Acceptance Test
The first test process or sequence, FTAMtestl, verifies the
FTAM regime Establishment. It defines all the service primi
tives required in the regime Establishment.

=

8

=

f Ifinirq;

13

f Ifiniin;

=

0

f Ifinirp;

-

14

=

5

f Ifinicf;
ok;
stop

The expanded form for the regime Establishment can be
found in Appendix 2, with names like at-242:ftitle being those
of parameters generated by LOLA.

The second test sequence, FTAMtest2, consisting of
three test cases connected by the choice [] operator, is as
shown below:
process FTAMtest2[f,ok]:noexit:=

6.2 Livelock Detection

f IFinirq;

Unlike deadlock, livelock is not calculated during an expan
sion. It can be easily done by studying the expanded forms.
Livelock occurs as a closed i loop in the expanded form.
Another straightforward method is to examine the statistics
after the redundant i-action removal operation has been ap
plied to the expanded form. If there is no livelock, there must
be no i-action left. The following statistics have been obtained
after the redundant i-action removal:

f IFiniin;
f IFinirp;
f IFinicf;
f !Fopnrq;
stop
□
f IFclorq;
stop
□

i;
ok;

Statistics:

stop

max. cells

12029 - 192464 bytes

used cells

3055

lost cells

=

8

vis.actions

83

i actions

=

0

stops

0

exits

=

0

guards

0

choices

=

14

alternatives

6

processes

=

5

It shows that there is no i-action left, and subsequently
verifies that there is no livelock.

6.3 Testing a Specification
Testing a LOTOS specification is performed by defining
a test process and getting LOLA to execute that process. A
test process is a LOTOS specification which has a special
termination event, that signals the successful termination
of a test if it is reached. The test termination event must
never appear in the specification being tested; it is re
served for test construction.
Three types of test responses are available in LOLA, namely
must pass, may pass and reject. Must pass and may pass are
acceptance responses, while reject is rejection response. The
difference between must pass and may pass will be explained in
the Acceptance Test section below. We have defined three test
sequences which are: process FTAMtestl, process FTAMtest2
andprocess FTAMtest3. FTAMtestl and FTAMtest2 are accept
ance tests, while FTAMtest3 is a rejection test.

endproc

The result is a may pass, since the specification satisfies
only one of the test cases i.e.
i;
ok;
stop

If the specification satisfies all of the test cases, then the
result is must pass.
6.3.2 Rejection Test
The last test sequence, FTAMtest3, is a rejection test in the
sense that the last observable event of the test sequence does
not exist in the specification under test. Therefore, it results in
a deadlock. The last observable event of the test sequence
FTAMtest3 tries to establish the file open regime after the
FTAM regime Establishment. Of course this is not possible
without the file selection regime.
f luninitialized IFinirq;
f luninitialized IFiniin;
f I initialized IFinirp;
f I initialized IFinicf;
f 'selected IFopnrq;
ok;
stop
endproc
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7 AN EVALUATION OF LOLA
The main applications of LOLA are in validating specifica
tions and in implementation derivation (Manas and de Miguel,
1989) . The parameterised expansion of a specification can be
seen as a way of producing an efficient implementation or also
as a way of transforming constraint-oriented style specifica
tions into monolithic ones (Quemada, Pavon and Fernandez,
1988). Testing a LOTOS specification has been shown as an
efficient way of detecting errors in a specification. But test
processes are incomplete and difficult to generate, since an
exhaustive test would need putting all possible combinations
of acceptances and rejections into test processes. The produc
tion of a relatively complete set of test sequences cannot be
automated. For big and complex specifications, state explo
sion is a problem as the size of the execution tree increases.
The LOLA transformational system seems to be quite
useful for LOTOS based system design. Getting experience of
its use in real systems design, such as analysing FTAM
protocol, is an important and challenging issue in distributed
system development. Its utility has to be assessed in real
system development. Deadlocks, for example, can be easily
detected, since they appear as stops in the expanded form. But
other properties about the protocol cannot be analysed using
the tool. They have to be done manually by studying the
expanded form. So some utilities to analyse the output of the
transformation are needed.

8 COMPARISON WITH PETRI NETS APPROACH
A verification of the ISO FTAM DIS (Draft International
Standard) protocol has been attempted using methods based
on Numerical Petri Nets (NPNs) (Lai, Dillon and Parker,
1990) and an automated tool, PROTEAN (Billington, Wheeler
and Wilbur-Ham, 1988). A comparison with this previous
work is now drawn in the following aspects.
8.1 Specification
The previous specification using NPN is based on the DIS of
ISO FTAM protocol which was the only version available at
that time; some of the NPN specifications can be found in Lai,
Dillon and Parker (1989). This specification using LOTOS is
based on the International Standard (IS) of ISO FTAM. There
are not many differences between the two versions as far as
the logical properties of the protocol are concerned, except
that the bugs reported (Lai, Dillon and Parker, 1990) have
been fixed in the IS of FTAM. One similarity they have is that
both specifications are based on the operation of the FTAM
protocol machines. This governs the architectural style of
both specifications.
In the NPN approach, each service provided by the
machine is specified via a separate net. This gives
logical advantages as the flow of communication primi
tives and the behaviour of the entities involved are
clearly shown in the nets. NPN are visually appealing.
One distinct disadvantage is that it lacks support of
complex data structure.
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In the LOTOS approach, each service is specified by a
separate process. These processes are interconnected in
order to describe the behaviour of the whole system. The
service primitives, protocol data units and their parameters
are represented by the LOTOS abstract data types; with
such a facility, it is more powerful to use LOTOS for
representing data than with NPN. But NPN are more
visually appealing; one can comprehend the logic and flow
of the protocol easier than with LOTOS.
8.2 Verification Technique
The verification technique used in the NPN approach is
reachability analysis. The total system is analysed by consid
ering every possible sequence and thus every possible state of
the total system from given initial conditions. The relation
ship between states is given by the reachability graph (RG).
The problem with RG is that it gets too big as the system under
investigation becomes more complex. In LOLA, the tech
nique used is state exploration by expansion. This also suffers
from the state space explosion problem. This is improved by
the parameterised expansion. Dynamic creation of processes
is more restrictive. This helps alleviate the state space explo
sion problem slightly.
8.3 Protocol Properties Verified
In the previous work, six protocol properties, namely,
deadlock freeness, livelock freeness, liveness, boundedness,
termination, and progress of FTAM have been verified
(Lai, Parker and Dillon, 1991). Using LOLA, only three
protocol properties of FTAM, namely, deadlock freeness,
livelock freeness and termination, can be verified. Though
reachability analysis is a very straightforward technique
and not very elegant mathematically, it remains a powerful
verification technique.
8.4 Tool Utilities
As all the information about the dynamic behaviour of the
protocol are contained in the reachability graph, utilities can
be easily built to retrieve the desired information. With
PROTEAN, there are utilities that support liveness analysis,
language analysis, scenario generation, and elementary cycle
to investigate the information contained in the reachability
graph. LOLA does not provide any utility to study the output
of the expansion, in which much information is contained.
This is one of the factors that, with LOTOS and LOLA,
causes fewer protocol properties to be verified.

9 CONCLUSIONS
The techniques for performing an analysis of the ISO FTAM
Basic file protocol based on LOTOS and using an automated
tool, LOLA, have been presented. Three protocol properties,
namely, deadlock freeness, livelock freeness, and termina
tion, have been verified. There has been no discovery of
deadlock and livelock, and the protocol is found to conform to
the FTAM service regimes.
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Despite parameterised expansion providing a compact
way of analysing the state space output, LOLA suffers from
the state space explosion problem. LOLA produces a huge
amount of output after a specification has been expanded but
it does not provide utilities to analyse this output; analysing
the dynamic behaviour of the protocol is very much handi
capped by this lack of tool utilities. There is, therefore, a great
potential for future tool development.
A comparison has also been made with the previous
verification work performed on FTAM based on Petri
Nets. With the Petri Nets approach, more protocol proper
ties have been verified than in the case of LOLA; it is thus
concluded that reachability analysis still remains to be a
powerful verification technique though mathematically it
is not very elegant.
Verification of ISO protocol using LOTOS and related tool
is still very much under research as most papers mainly report
the alternating bit and the sliding window protocols. We have
reported the case for ISO FTAM basic file protocol.
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APPENDIX 1

process ACSE_ri[pi,pr,sync] : noexit :=

specification FTAMProtocol[fi,fr] : noexit

pr iri !A_ASS; pi iri !A_ASS;
ACSE_ri[pi,pr,sync]
endproc

behaviour
hide pi,pr in
((FInitiator[fi,pi] Ml FResponder[fr,pr]) |[pi,pr)| ACSE[pi,pr])
where
(* Specification of the Initiator of the Connection *)
process FInitiator[fi,pi] : noexit :=
FInitiator_fi[fi] III Finitiator_pi[pi]

I Cfi] I
Chide sync in FInitiator_ir[fi,pi,sync] III FInitiator_ri[fi,pi,sync])
endproc
process FInitiator_fi[fi] : noexit :=
fi !ir iFini; fi !ri !Fini;
Finitiator_fi[fi]

: -> FSP

type ASPType is
sorts ASp
opns
A_ASS,PData,A_REL,A_AB : -> ASP
endtype
type result is
sorts result
opns
success, failure : -> result

endproc
process Finitiator_pi[pi] : noexit :=
pi iir !A_ASS; pi !ri !A_ASS;
Flnitiator.pi[pi]
endproc
process FInitiator_ir[fi,pi,sync] : noexit :=
fi !ir !Fini; pi !ir !A_ASS;
FInitiator_ir[fi, pi, sync]
endproc
process FInitiator_ri[fi,pi,sync]
pi !ri !A_ASS; fi iri !Fini;
FInitiator_ri[fi,pi,sync]

type BasicFSP is
sorts FSP
opns
Fini.Fter.Fsel.Fdel.Fdes,
Fere,Frat,Feat.Fopn.Fclo.Fuab
endtype

: noexit :=

endtype
type from_to_sort is
sorts from_to_sort
opns ir, ri : -> from_to_sort
endtype
type states is
sorts states
opns positive, negative : -> states
endtype
endspec

endproc
(* Specification of the Responder of the Connection *)
process FResponder[fr,pr] : noexit :=
(FResponder_fr[fr] ||| FResponder_pr[pr])
I [fr] |

(hide sync in FResponder_ir[fr,pr,sync] III FResponder.ri[fr,pr,sync])
endproc

APPENDIX 2
ProDupO[p,f]
where
process ProDupO[p,fj : noexit :=
( choice
at-242:ftitle, atl-243:ftitle, ad-244'-faddr, adl-245:faddr, acn-246:facn,
ag-247:fag, id-248:fmitiatorid, acc-249:facc, fspd-250:£filcstorepasswd, sc-25l:fsc,
fu-252:ffu, qos-253:fqos, vs-254-'/Pr<>tocolvs, ctl-255:fcll, pcm-256:fpcm []

process FResponder_fr[fr] : noexit :=
fr iir iFini; fr iri !Fini;
FResponder_fr[fr]
endproc

(* F-initializo request *)
f \\miY(\(at-242,atl-243,ad-244-245,acn-246,
ag-247,id-248,acc-249, fspd-250,sc-251,fu-252,qos-253,ctl-255,pcm-256)\

process FResponder_pr[pr] : noexit :=
pr iir !A_ASS; pr iri iA.ASS;
FResponder_pr[pr]

(* A-Associate request *)
p luninitialized Isend la-assrqMm'n/);

endproc

(* A-Associate indication *)
p luninitialized [receive !a-assin(tmny);

process FResponder_ir[fr,pr,sync] : noexit :=
pr iir iA.ASS; fr iir iFini;
FResponder.. ir[fr,pr,sync]

(* F-initialize indication *)
f 'S\m\a{at-257,atl-258,ad-259,adl-260, acn-261,
ag-262,id-264,acc-265, fspd-267,sc-268Ju-269,qos-270,ctl-271 ,pcm-27S)\

endproc
process FResponder_ri[fr,pr,sync] : noexit :=

(* F-initialize respond *)
f \fmiTp(sr-266,ar-263,at-257,ad-259, acn-261,
ag-262,sc-268,fu-269, qos-270,cll-271,d-272,pcm-273)\

fr iri iFini;
pr iri !A_ASS;
FResponder.ri[fr,pr,sync]
endproc

{* A-Associate respond *)
(p [initialized [receive !a-assrp(/success,?m‘rp);

(* Specification of the ACSE and Presentation Services *)

(* A-Associate confirm *)
p [initialized Isend ld.-'&ssd(fsuccess,inirp);

process ACSE[pi,pr] : noexit :=
(ACSE_pi[pi] III ACSE.pr[pr])

(* F-initialize confirm *)
f xSm\ci(sr-274,ar-275,at-276,ad-277, acn-278,
ag-279,sc-281,fu-282, qos-2S3,cll-285,d-284,pcm-286)\

I [pi.pr]I
(hide sync in ACSE_ir[pi,pr,sync] III ACSE.ri[pi.pr,sync])
endproc

VToDup3[pJ}{apw-288,acc-289,ra-290,sr-291,ar-292,o-293,d-294)

process ACSE_pi[pi] : noexit :=
pi iir !A_ASS; pi iri !A_ASS;
ACSE_pi[pi]

)
(

endproc
process ACSE_pr[pr]

(* A-Associate confirm *)
p luninitialized Isend \a.-nsstf(jjailure,inirp)-,

: noexit :=

pr iir !A_ASS; pr iri !A_ASS;
ACSE_pr[pr]
endproc

(* F-initialize confirm *)
f xfinicf($r-274,ar-275,at-276,ad-277, acn-278,
ag-279,sc-281,fu-282, qos-283,ctl-2S5,d-284,pcm-286)\

process ACSE_ir[pi,pr,sync] : noexit :=
pi Jir JA_ASS; pr iir !A_ASS;
ACSE.ir[pi.pr,sync]
endproc
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(* A-Associate respond, unsuccessful connection *)
[] p luninitialized [receive la-assrp^ai/ure.mirp);

ProDupO[p,fj

)

endproc
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reason about the added complexity of a more sophisticated
solution or conversely the ability of a simpler solution to
act as a monitor for the more complex solution. A system
process byproduct is that, as the classes develop, more
accurate estimates of costs and better knowledge of the
uncertainties in the development of sophisticated strategies
for the problem solution can be obtained.1
'Mark Pfeiffer completed this work in his final year thesis at the University
of Technology, Sydney while being employed at OTC.

1 INTRODUCTION
The question of software fault tolerance has had only one
significant answer proposed, namely that of N-version
programming. N-version programming has been found
wanting (Eckhardt et al, 1991), (Knight and Leveson,
1986). In this paper a combination of the idea of monitors
(Myers, 1976) and subtyping is proposed as an alternative
to N-version programming.

2 THE MONITOR CONCEPT
Program or System Monitors (see Leaney, (1991)) are of at
least two types, referred to here as Structural Monitors and
Domain Specific Monitors.
The (safety) monitor concept has been proposed as a
method of bounding brilliant and creative software with
something a little more provable in order to keep one’s feet
on the ground and planes in the air. In this paper the
monitor concept is extended to the simple, reliable (SR)
monitor. The SR monitor may be seen as an alternative to
n-version programming. The nth version of the system is
the most sophisticated, the n-1 version is functionally
similar, but more reliable, etc. At any time, M versions (N,
N-1, N-2,„) of the system are running, with a lower version
providing the ultimate outputs only if the postconditions of
the higher version fail. More than this, from the point of
view offailure of the most sophisticated version, one is
running a lesser version which would have the advantage
of giving a correct answer, albeit with some performance
loss. This would seem afar more philosophically correct
way to provide a fallback.
By the use of subtype and inheritance concepts, plus pre
and post condition refinement, the authors suggest how to
set up classes of monitors for problems. One is able to*
Copyright© 1995, Australian Computer Society Inc. General permission
to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this material is granted,
provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is given and that reference is
made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprint
ing privileges were granted by permission of the Australian Computer
Society Inc.
Manuscript received: September 1993.

2.1 Structural Monitors
Structural Monitors provide protection in overall software
development by protecting against well understood program
ming errors such as incorrect decision making and control
transfer. The state diagram based control transfer technique is
the best known of these monitors (Yourdon, 1975), (Leaney,
1991). This technique restricts program transfer to that de
fined by a state diagram, and alarms on attempts to make
undefined state transfers.

2.2 Domain Specific Monitors
The main domain specific monitors can be classified into:
— Resource monitors, which ensure that the resources for a
problem do not get ‘eaten up’ by the system (the simplest
being the ubiquitous ‘watchdog timer’, decidedly a cousin
of Cerberus, since if it dies, so do we all). The Bell ESS-1
exchange used resource monitors (Myers, 1976);
—• Safety monitors, which stop the system if certain limits are
exceeded. The ‘watchdog timer’, the emergency brakes in
an elevator, the deadman’s handle on a train, are in this
class of monitor. (Unfortunately the notion of stopping an
aeroplane or a missile has problems);
— Simple Reliable Monitors, which run a simple, reliable
(SR) version of the problem, and constantly monitor the
output of the most sophisticated version to ensure it does
not break fundamental laws.
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3 THE SIMPLE RELIABLE (SR) MONITOR
Root or essential expression
of the problem domain

program running on the node that reports about the health of
the attached node. Given that a node reports alive, the levels
up become nodes within a group, subnet etc.

3.1 The Problems with Monitors
Each successive
version is a Subtype
of the previous

running.

Broadening triangle
of pre/post, invariant
and history condtions

Figure 1: SR Monitor structure and development.

The SR monitors are based on the idea that for any given
problem there is a simple reliable method of doing the prob
lem, which (in software terms), by a combination of program
proving techniques and testing, one may certify correct. The
difficulty with the simple, reliable method of solving the
problem is that the method is often inefficient in terms of time
or space, does not meet the sophistication required of a
modem specification, and can sometimes be just too simple to
be of any practical use, and therefore may not be used as the
‘main’ solution method. To overcome this a structure of
development and operation is proposed, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The nth version of the system is the most sophisti
cated, the n-1 version is functionally similar, but more reli
able, etc. At any time, M versions (N, N-1, N-2,„) of the system
are running, with a lower version providing the ultimate
outputs only if the postconditions of the higher version fail.
The SR monitor development is based upon all the work in
formal and rigorous development.2
More than this, in terms of failure of the most sophisticated
version, one can run a lesser version which would have the
advantage of giving a correct answer, albeit with some per
formance loss. This would seem a far more philosophically
correct way to provide a fallback .
The example used in this paper is that of a computer
network performance monitor (NETMON). The simplest idea
of a monitor, and its essence, is to know whether or not the
nodes on the network are alive. This is achieved by having a
2Part of this method is the discovery of the essence of the problem at its
simplest level, and that that essence exists all the way down (the inheritance
chain). In the essential model of Ward/Mellor, in the essential model of the
Z group, in CAR Hoare’s exhortation in Communicating Sequential Proc
esses to “ start with some grossly oversimplified model.. which will convey
additional insight, to assist in the solution of the problem as a whole”; in
requirements analysis, one must identify, and come to a deep understanding
of, the essence of the problem.
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The problems with monitors to date has been at least two fold.
Firstly, there has been no procedure for developing the moni
tors given an algorithm of some sophistication. Secondly,
because monitors to date have been largely developed due to
the inspiration of those people who managed to have discov
ered and propose them, there has been no formal reasoning as
to the efficacy of the monitor or even if it was a true monitor
of a particular problem.
By formalising monitors into a hierarchical class and by
using pre and post conditions as a start, one can develop an
understanding of the constraints and performance required on
the increasingly sophisticated strategies. Use of strengthening
and weakening pre and post conditions in a hierarchical
relationship (especially as discussed and established in (Meyer,
1988)) is demonstrated to be an effective method for reason
ing about and verifying monitors.

3.2 SR Monitors as a Software Product Development
Paradigm
It is further proposed, that for a large class of computing
product developments, the monitor concept could be ex
tended to a complete software engineering paradigm. Soft
ware products undergo refinement from release to release,
but how well known, or controlled, is the version control
problem, when it comes to estimating effort? By defining
in the problem subtype the extensions required for the next
release, understanding may be gleaned as to effort, etc.
Many benefits would occur, not the least being automatic
fallback to the previous release, when the new release
becomes confused.
3.2.1 Estimation
An interesting fallout of the monitor is its use as an estimation
tool for the development of future releases. The more the
product is developed, the more is understood about the prod
uct, and the more control one develops over the product. To
put it another way, the investment in formalising and control
ling the product is in proportion to both its size and maturity.

4 NETMON — A JUVENILE SR MONITOR
This section covers an example project that was initially
aimed at providing a concrete realisation of the SR Monitor
concept as well as developing a methodology for the same
(Pfeiffer, 1991).
The example used to highlight the methodology was a
typical systems administration problem that requires a number
of machines within a network to be monitored for significant
events. The results from processes running on each node were
required to be displayed in a human, readable form on a
number of designated terminals.
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In the process of implementing the proposed methodol
ogy, significant aspects of SR monitor generation from a
formal specification were uncovered. Object-Z (Duke et
al, 1991) was used as the major tool in providing a formal
description of the problem and C++ (Stroustrup, 1991 )3
was used as the implementation language. It was decided
to use Object-Z schemas as they inherently draw out both
the State and History invariants of the objects that they
describe, as well as providing inheritance techniques at the
specification level.
Following are the steps that were arrived at that we believe
can be used as a guide. They should provide a methodology
that will help in fully specifying, at the most abstract level, the
important elements that capture the essence of a system.
— Object Oriented Analysis:
Must use generalisation/specialisation techniques to draw
out “Is a” relationships. This will provide the classes and
objects of interest. This gives the Class-&-Object (term
meaning “a Class and the Objects in that Class”) (Coad and
Yourdon, 1991), the generalisation/specialisation relation
ships between Class-&-Objects, the Whole/Part relation
ships, the Attributes and Services of the Class-&-Objects.
— Formal Specification:
Provide a mathematical specification of the problem. This
will give a better ground on which to reason about the
problem. After this stage we will be able to draw out the
State Invariants of the problem. These State Invariants then
become the things to monitor initially in an SR Monitor.
The formal methods used here are explained in (Duke et al,
1991), (Spivey, 1989), and (Duke, 1990).
— Subtype Relationships:
For the Class-&-Objects that are produced — take the
simplest solution and use it as the basis for an SR monitor.
As each new system of Class-&-Objects are produced it
should have a Subtype relationship with the earlier system
so the use of Subtyping can help in producing a controlled
environment in which to introduce complexity. For a
system to be a Subtype each Class-&-Object within the
system must be a Subtype of the less complicated solution.
— History Invariants:
There exists inside each Class-&-Object a set of history
invariants that must be true for the correct running of the
Class-&-Object. These History Invariants define functions
over state traces within each Class-&-Object. Moreover, as
in the above point, it would seem there should also exist
History Invariants between each Class-&-Object that re
ally belong to the higher SR Class of problem. That is to say
within a system there exists a set of history invariants that
must be true for the correct running of the system.
3It was decided to use C++ as it is the preferred language in the author’s
working place. It quite possibly was not the best choice as far as object
oriented languages are concerned as it does not inherently provide a mecha
nism for testing “pre” and “post” conditions. Moreover, this lack had to be
addressed before successfully implementing even the most basic Object-Z
specification.

— Keep Simplicity in Mind:
The problem solution must be a simple solution. This will
require an accurate but simple description of the problem.
It must be kept in mind that successive refinements of the
problem as well as new Subtypes will have to be intro
duced. Therefore, as a first pass, specify a minimal system
with its Class-&-Objects, implement that system, then use
Subtyping to control the complication added at each suc
cessive refinement.
The next subsection touches briefly on the concepts of
Refinement, Subtyping and Subclasses to clarify the most
important issues. The following sections then provide a dem
onstration of the SR methodology to a “real life” problem
(namely NETMON).

4.1 Subtyping and Subclasses
As can be seen, the concept of Subtyping lies at the heart of the
method that is being proposed. Most of this section is spent
talking about Subtyping because of its importance in the SR
Monitor concept and finally Subclasses are introduced so that
the distinction between them can be established.
As stated in (Leavens, 1990) and (Utting and Robinson,
1991) and reproduced here, Subtyping is defined as follows.
If S is a Subtype of T then:
— S has all the methods that T has; with the same inputs and
outputs.
— Each T method is refined by its associated S method and
— The Type Invariant of S is at least as strong as that of T.
This means that the specification of a Subtype must satisfy
certain constraints.
— The definition of each method of a Supertype has to be fully
specified so the Subtype can be properly specified.
— If I can send a message to a Supertype then I must be able
to send exactly the same message to the Subtype and expect
not to be surprised by its behaviour.
— The expected result type from a message sent to an
object maybe that of its Supertype. This comes directly
from the polymorphic relationships that exist between
types and Subtype.
— The arguments to a Subtype object may be broader than
that of the Supertype specification. This is because the
Subtype must be able to handle all the possible arguments
of the Supertype, as well as its own.
— By ignoring the extra methods and state invariants of a
Subtype object it can be considered to be a Supertype object.
— Anywhere a Supertype can be used, a Subtype can be
substituted—and the same or better behaviour should occur.
Now, since the Subtype acts in all respects like that of its
Supertype, we can abstract up a level and think of the set of
types and Subtypes of a type, all as one class of types. This
allows us to view the verification of these specifications in a
different light. This is exactly what Leavens has done in
(Leavens, 1990).
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Subclasses are an implementation issue and are formed
through inheritance whereas Subtyping is a specification
issue. The inheritance of an Abstract Data Type is Subtyping
whereas when one comes to implement the Subtype it may or
may not be done using a Subclass. Meyer states that a Subclass
should be designed to implement a Subtype (Meyer, 1988).
This appears to be the correct approach and in fact was the
approach taken when the Agent class for NETMON was
implemented. By providing a one-to-one mapping between
Subtyping and Subclassing, one can provide a high level of
traceability from specification to implementation. However,
a great deal of forethought is need if inefficiencies are not to
creep in.
5 THE ANALYSIS OF A NETWORK MONITOR
(NETMON)
In establishing the essence of NETMON one can envisage 4
major classes and their objects:
— An Agent that can run (perhaps as a daemon process) on a
host and report significant events about the node. There
would be one Proxy agent on each node that could control
the rest of the agents that are gathering data. The proxy
agent would act very much like the Inet daemon, starting,
stopping, and acting as a collection point for information
produced by each agent. It would also keep a table of
information about the states of each agent on that node.

— A Domain agent that would run in a central place within
a group of nodes that are considered to constitute an
administrative domain. The function of the Domain agent
would be to give a general overview of the health of the
group of nodes it is monitoring. It would also act as a
command and filter point that could close down noisy
nodes and control their behaviour.
— The Command Cockpit from which domains could be
created and destroyed, activated and silenced. It would
provide a measure of overall health of the system and
could initiate an in depth query of any particular node
or domain if a system administrator felt that it was
required.
See (Pfeiffer, 1991) for a complete description. This de
scription will only cover the Agents described above.

5.1 Class-&-Objects Specifications
5.1.1 Agent
— Name Agent
— provides the basic monitoring facilities.

— Attributes
—AgentName is the name of this Agent. It would typically
describe what the agent does. Examples would be:
users, processes, uptime...
— Interval is the time interval that describes how long the
Agent should sleep for before doing its next scan.
— HistoryLength is the maximum character length of the
output files. Outfile and Errfile should never grow
beyond HistoryLength characters in size.
— Outfile is the file onto which the Agent should write its
reports.
— Errfile is the file onto which the Agent should write any
error messages.

— Services

NodeTable
Interval

— Start message will cause the Agent to stait monitoring
from where it left off.
— Stop message will cause the Agent to cease processing.
It will go into a stopped state from which it can only
change state by being sent a Start or Reset message.
— Reset message will cause the Agent to reinitialise its self
and then go into a stopped state. At which time a Start
message can be sent to it.
— Report message will cause the Agent to generate a
report on demand to Outfile and/or Errfile. This is used
for one off reports.
— SetAttributes message is used to change the value of the
Agent’s attributes.

5.2 Formal Specification of an Agent in Object-Z

Figure 2: Netmon Class-&-Objects.
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An Object-Z specification an Agent of the NETMON system
is now presented. First of all a few basic types need to be
defined.
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[AGENTNAME]

The set of all
agent names
[FILENAME]
The set of all file
names
[FILE]
The set of all files
The set of mes
[MESSAGE]
sages reported
AGENTS TATE == monitor | stop
The agents possi
ble states
In order to show how Subtyping can be used to incremen
tally increase the complexity of a Class-&-Object (whilst
providing insight, restriction and traceability of the very
same), the mathematical specification of the Agent and its
subtypes will be examined. Please note that only features
relevant to the issues at hand are included in the specification.
BaseAgent specifies the most basic of Agents. It has no
liveliness aspects and does not address the requirement that an
Agent must not write files that grow without bounds. It has the
required methods of any basic Agent and each of them are
fully specified.
__BaseAgent__________________________
|(Start, Stop, Reset, Report, SetAttributes)
name : AGENTNAME
Outfile, Errfile : FILE
Out, Err : FILENAME
State : AGENTSTATE
INIT___________________________________

State — stop
Outfile = Errfile = NULL
Out = Err = NULL
Start = [(State = stop A State' = monitor)
Stop = [(State — monitor A State' = stop)
Reset = [ Init ]
Report = [ml :P MESSAGE »
State = monitor A Outfile. Write]
SetAttributes = [ reel : AgentRec «
name — reel, agent A
Out' = reel. Out A Outfile.open A
Err1 — reel .Err A Errfile. open]
As can be seen, three new attributes had to be added to the
BaseAgent so that it could fulfil the requirements given. These
attributes did not come to light during the analysis phase but
appeared here due to the requirement that an Object-Z speci
fication must be complete.
The next level of complexity that needed to be provided
to the BaseAgent was that of providing run time bounds to
the file sizes written to. This has been added in the
SafeAgent specification.

.SafeAgent_________________________
BaseAgent[redef Start, redef Stop,
redef Report]
HistoryLength : N
Outfile.Init
Outfile.size > HistoryLength
Errfile.Init ■£> Errfile.size > HistoryLength
_Erro r__________________________
ml : MESSAGE
Errfile. Write -O Errfile.size < HistoryLength
A Errfile. Write
Start = [(State = stop A State' = monitor)
V Error]
Stop = [(5iafe = monitor A State' — stop)
V Error]
Report = [ ml : P MESSAGE •
((State = monitor) A
Outfile. Write) V Error]
SetAttributes = [ HistoryLength' —
reel .HistoryLength ]
Here the BaseAgent’s schema is inherited with some meth
ods from B aseAgent redefined. It can be seen that the only aspect
that has changed with regard to the methods was an inclusion of
the Error function. Error was provided so that, in the event of the
SafeAgent being in a state and receiving an inappropriate
message, it could note the fact in the Errfile. The addition of
another attribute was needed which in this case was foreseen
during the analysis phase (namely HistoryLength). It should be
noted that the SafeAgent behaves in all respects like a BaseAgent.
SafeAgent is a Subtype of BaseAgent and should be imple
mented using Subclassing.
Finally the Agent can be introduced. It inherits from SafeAgent
and adds the necessary attributes and invariants to make it a
complete Agent.
__Agent______________________________
SafeAgent
Interval, Clock : N
Clock <= Interval
Init___________________________________

Clock = 0
Interval = 10
Tick = [ Clock < Interval A Clock' = Clock + 1 ]
ReseiClock = [ Clock — Interval A Clock' = 0]
Awake == (Clock = Interval]
Alive == [Awake A (State — monitor)]
SetAttributes = [Interval1 = reel .Interval]
m(Alive =>■ O op = Report)
0(Awake
0°P = ReseiClock)
□ (-i Awake => <>op = Tick)
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Agents are the processes that return messages about vari
ous aspects of a node’s resources. The reports that might be
needed are those related to number of processes, CPU usage,
who is logged in, and so forth. The liveliness statements at the
bottom of the specification basically say:
— Given that the agent is “awake” and in the state “moni
tor” then the next operation will be “Report”. This
ensures that the agent will produce a report at the end of
“Interval” ticks.
— Given that the agent is “awake” eventually the opera
tion “ResetClock” will be called. For the agent to be
awake the state variable “Clock” must equal “Interval”.
That is to say that the agent must have been asleep for
“Interval” ticks.
— If the agent is not “awake” then its in-built clock will
tick (i.e. operation “Tick” will be called).
It is important that one recognises that Agents are active
entities. The importance of this is brought out by the Subtype
relationship between the SafeAgent and an Agent. Agent
provides the liveliness qualities to a SafeAgent.

5.3 Object Z Findings
A number of very interesting findings can be made immedi
ately without looking too closely at the schemas.
5.3.1 State Invariants
There are a number of State Invariants that surfaced as a result
of trying to capture the obligations of an Agent.
— Interval was used to model the length of time that an Agent
was to sleep before waking up and deciding whether it
should produce a report. The only constraint on this at
tribute was that it must be a positive natural number.
— Clock was used as the changing variable that modelled the
movement of time. It must never become greater than
Interval. If this occurs then the Agent will not be producing
regular reports and this could indicate a flaw in the imple
mentation of the Agent. That is it may be taking longer to
produce the report than Interval allows.4
— Outfile and Errfile are constrained to being reset to
zero length when either reaches the HistoryLength
specified. In this case keeping an eye on the sizes of
these files as compared to the current value of
HistoryLength will help provide an indication as to the
well being of the Agent involved.
— State is constrained to either be “monitor” or “stop”. Any
other value for State constitutes an error.
— Awake is only allowed to be true or false and true only
while Clock is equal to Interval.
5.3.2 History Invariants
A number of History Invariants involving the State variables
and attributes can be seen straight away.
4It could also mean that there needs to be a lower limit placed on Interval,
however, this can only be found during the implementation phase.
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— Awake must toggle between true and false on a regular
basis. This has to be true otherwise the Agent can be
considered dead.
— Given that the Agent is awake, if it has also been told to
monitor (as a result of receiving a Start message), then it
must produce a report. However if State is never set to
“monitor” then there is no guarantee that a report will be
produced.
— Given that the Agent is asleep, the clock variable must be
approaching Interval from zero.

5.4 Implementation
Approximately fifteen hundred lines of C++ code were required
to implement just the Agent classes. The implementation went
directly along the lines of the Object-Z specifications.
A significant amount of code was required to provide an
environment within which traceable C++ code could be
written. The functions required were needed to provide a
mechanism to express pre and post conditions as well as state
invariants. These were provided in the form of macros that
expand inline so as to maximise efficiency.
Looking at the final C++ code one is able to map
directly from:
— each method specified to a method implemented,
— each attribute specified to a variable implemented,
— each Type specified to a class,
— each Subtype specified to a subclass,
— each State Invariant specified to a method called “invari
ant” that is called before and after each method,
— each precondition specified to a boolean function called
“PRE” that is called after the invariant, and
— each postcondition specified to a boolean function called
“POST” that is called after the precondition has returned
successfully.
The implementation of the Agent followed directly
along the lines of the Object-Z specification. Initially a
BaseAgent class was defined that was used as a superclass
for the SafeAgent. The SafeAgent was then used as a
superclass for the Agent itself. Finally the Agent class was
used as a superclass for any agents that were created. This
mimics directly the Subtyping relationships that were
specified initially.
Since it was expected that each Supertype would be
able to act as a monitor for each of its Subtypes, it was
decided to try and fully implement each Subtype and use
it to debug the next level of complication added. That is,
use each Subtype as an SR monitor for its Supertype. This
provided surprising results in that, one was able to fully
debug each new class by running it along side of the
previous implementation. In this instance the programmer
was acting as the collection point for each of the state
changes and effectively playing a part of the SR monitor.
Whenever the more complicated class showed surprising
results one was able to halt the complicated class and
remove the inconsistency.
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Another product of this approach was that the ability to
gauge the effort involved in providing the next level of
complication was heightened. One was able to forecast the
time and code size with a greater deal of accuracy than
previously allowed. Moreover, the effort involved in pro
ducing the first real live agent was small compared to the
initial specification and implementation efforts. Once the
Agent code had been debugged it was a simple step
to implement an agent that provided process status
information and the like. All that had to be done was
use the Agent as a superclass and override the
“Report” method.
A complete listing of the code produced to implement the
Agent is available in (Pfeiffer, 1991). A ready test harness for
each class was provided by declaring an instance of the class
under test then running the OTC_Browser.5
The OTCJBrowser basically provides a cradle in which to
hold an object and provides a very crude mechanism in which
to call an object’s methods and display its internal variables.
By running two class instances as two separate processes, at
the same time and using the browser, we were able to use the
previously tested code as the kernel of an SR monitor for the
Subtyped code. This was done by logging and comparing the
state and history invariants (see section 5.3) as well as the pre
and post conditions.

6 CONCLUSIONS
As with all formalised approaches, the discipline of following
the formalism leads to new and deeper insights into the
problem. The formalism proposed in this paper has been to
build safe software in a monitored, subtyped environment. A
number of the insights gained are presented below.
Firstly, the ability to control the complexity of a user
requirement document by developing the essential model and
adding function via subtyping.
Secondly, the methodology proposed provides a demon
strated ability to draw out those aspects that require monitor
ing within a system.
Thirdly, the SR monitor concept and Object-Z as a formal
description technique has provided a means by which one is
able to reason about the problem at hand, while being able to
draw out the State and History Invariants. Concomitant with
this, there is a high level of traceability between the analysis
and specification phases, along with extensive reuse of previ
ous specifications. The need to express Subtyping relation
ships was fully met by the implementation language, C++.
The provision of the browser allowed one to act as a human SR
Monitor and debug the more complicated solution to the
problem at runtime.
Finally, as was expected, each Supertype was able to be
used as the kernel of an SR monitor for its respective Subtypes.
However, considerably more work will be required to bring
the SR domain specific monitor to maturity.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Remote presentation client/server
more than just screen scraper
In “An Architecture for Client/Server Application Soft
ware” (ACJ May 1994), Wijegunaratne, Socic and Chow
discuss a number of models for client/server applications. The
“remote presentation” architecture is quickly dismissed as
being for “screen scraping” products. However, there are
some remote presentation applications which are more than
just “facelifting” products for old pre-GUI applications.
As part of a joint Government/industry project, a Brisbane
company, BHA Computers, produced DBQ Windows
(Worthington (1994)). This implements a presentation server/
applications server architecture, as described in Worthington
(1991). There are currently presentation servers implemented
for Microsoft Windows 3.1 and Unix/X-Window. The appli
cation server is integrated with BHA’s DBMS product for
Unix and other multi-user environments.
We may also see a resurgence interest in remote presenta
tion architecture, with World Wide Web client software (such

as NCSA Mosaic) being used as a front end to database and
transaction based applications.
Tom Worthington
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A graphical view delivers higher information con
tent than the corresponding textual presentation.
Visual structures and relationships are easier for
reasoning and understanding than similar linguisti
cally described structures. Recent advances in inter
active computer graphics and window technology
has made visualisation an essential tool for software
development.
The term software visualisation refers to the
graphical display of characteristics and behaviour of
all aspects of software: design and analysis methods,
systems, programs and algorithms. The purpose of
this special issue of the Australian Computer Journal
is to collect and compare different experiences of
software visualisation both from fundamental and
applied viewpoints.
Although not limited to the following, manuscripts
are sought from academia and industry on such topics as
• Program and algorithm animation
• Graphical programming tools and environments
• Graph drawing
• Parallel program visualisation
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• Human factors in software visualisation
• Visual models for software engineering
• Date Structure visualisation
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This paper reports results from the 1992 survey of 100
Australasian Share Guide (AS/G) organisations. Sutyey
findings revealed the pressures of economic and business
conditions of the early 1990s, and identified a number of
key Information Systems (IS)-related concerns. While
investment in technology and systems may have slowed as a
result of the current economic climate, business manage
ment still have considerable expectations from IS. The top
two management issues in the 1992 survey were: gaining
business value from current investment in IT, and achiev
ing alignment between business and information strategies.
IS executives also indicated strongly that business manag
ers have yet to realise the potential of IT to make a
significant contribution to improving client services, did
not fully understand the size of the IT investment, and did
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Editor: DN Wilson
not believe that IS provided a quality service. Improving
these perceptions was regarded as critical for successful
performance as an IS manager.
The three most significant technological issues for AS/G
organisations were the development and implementation of
IT infrastructure, the application of client server architec
ture (CSA), and mechanisms for the establishment of
interorganisational electronic data interchange (EDI).
Implementing an appropriate IT infrastructure was seen as
particularly important, and was viewed as a way of realis
ing the long term strategic intent of an organisation, while
maintaining flexibility and containing costs.
The overall message of the 1992 survey is that closer
links need to be forged between IS and business manage
ment, with IS playing a more proactive role. The paper
concludes with a number of suggestions for IS managers
seeking to achieve this, and move forward in their organi
sations.

INTRODUCTION
Recent economic and technological developments have pre
sented great challenges to organisations and their IS manag
ers. Industry reports indicate that while investment in technol
ogy and systems may have faltered, business management
now has even higher expectations from those investments
they do make (Benjamin and Blunt, 1992; Champy, 1992;
Price Waterhouse 1991; Index Group 1990). It was in this
context that the 1992 survey of Australasian Share-Guide
(AS/G) information systems managers was undertaken in
mid-1992. This survey has been conducted on a biennial basis
since 1982 (see for example, Broadbent et al, 1992; Broadbent
et al, 1989; Hansell et al, 1985).
The AS/G is an independent user association of 180 Austral
ian and New Zealand organisations currently using IBM main
frame computers. AS/G were responsible for distributing the
1992 survey in order to guarantee anonymity for its members1.
The survey’s target group were the most senior IS managers of
these organisations. Responses were received from 100 compa
nies (56%). This is a high response rate for a mailed survey.
The survey was piloted with members from AS/G’s execu
tive and at one member location. The instrument comprised a
variety of response modes including multiple choice and
ranking scales. Most questions were close-ended.
In this paper we examine the results obtained from this
survey and in particular, the issues confronting IS executives.
In Part A we describe the industry base and si/e of the
organisations which comprised the survey group. Part B
discusses the findings of the study in seven key areas:
1 The senior business manager’s perspective of IS
2 The extent of IT penetration in the organisations surveyed
3 Important technological developments for the future or for
these organisations
1

It was therefore not possible to determine the identity or geographic
distribution of non-respondents.
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4 Significant management issues related to IS in the
organisation
5 The extent of IS group participation in Total Quality
Management
6 Critical Success Factors for the IS Manager
7 Skills needed by the IS group to meet their organisation’s
expectations
The paper concludes with an agenda for IS managers
which suggests the action required in five areas for:
— interaction with business management
— skills development and exchanges
— performance and feedback loops
— differentiating between development and production sys
tems
— identifying the role of IT infrastructure.

PART A: CONTEXT OF THE FIRMS
ORGANISATIONS AND INDUSTRIES
AS/G members include most of Australia’s and New Zea
land’s largest corporations and Government departments.
The mean size of the response group by number of employees
in 1992 increased slightly to 6,852 (as compared with 6,218 in
1990)2. Approximately 45% of the organisations employed
between 1,000-10,000 people, with distribution in this range
spread evenly across all industry sectors surveyed. (NB: In the
survey analysis that follows, there is variation in the number
of respondents, as some did not answer every question).
Distribution of respondents by country and Australian
state is shown below in Table 1. As with prior survey years
(refer footnote 2), the majority of respondents were located in
either New South Wales or Victoria. Marginal response shifts
occurred amongst other respondent locations between the two
survey years.
Tabic 1: Geographic Location
Survey Years:
New SouthWales
ACT
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Northern Territory
Tasmania
New Zealand
Asia

1990 %
36
6
19
6
13
7
1
12
1

1992 %
23
7
30
8
8
12
1
1
10
—

Retail/Distribution remained unchanged, representation from
all others sectors declined, with the most significant shifts
occurring in the Banking/Lending (20% in 1990, 14% in
1992) and Services sectors (17% in 1990,11% in 1992).
% of Respondents
25 -r

20-15 - 10

- -

Mining
/Petroleum

Insurance
/Financial

Banking
/Lending

Services

Retail
/Distribution

Manufact Public Sector
/Process

Figure 1: Industry Groups

Reasons for shifts apparent in the geographic location of
respondents (see Table 1) and the AS/G industry base for 1992
(see Figure 1) include company mergers and acquisitions
which have taken place since 1990, downsizing and/or migra
tion to other platforms (particularly AS400 and PC/LAN), and
an increased investment by the Public Sector in large systems.
As in prior survey years (Broadbent et al, 1989; Broadbent
et al, 1992), the seven industry categories were condensed into
three major industry groupings, in order to identify ongoing
trends, and to assist with analysis of later survey questions
(refer also Figure 2). On a consolidated basis, the 1992
industry base was seen to be:
— Services sector (Insurance, Financial,
Banking & Transport services)
45%
Manufacturing (Mfg/ Process Industry,
Mining/Petroleum, Retail)
31%
Public Sector
24%
These results showed a decline in Services industry (from
52%inl990to45%inl 992) AS/G members, and an increase
in Public Sector response (14% in 1990 and 24% in 1992).
The Manufacturing sector continued to exhibit the gradual
downturn of prior years (42% in 1988,34% in 1990 and 31 %
in 1992).
% of Respondents
1988: N=133
1990: N=127
1992: N=100

50 --

1990: N=126
1992: N=100

The Public Sector (i.e.: organisations not in direct compe
tition with private enterprise) returned the highest percentage
(24%) from the one industry area (refer Figure 1). This result
was significantly different to the 1990 survey (14%), and
reflects a rise in AS/G membership by this sector. The Insur
ance/Financial sector (20%) also showed an increase over
1990 survey results (15%). While Mining/Petroleum and
2 The 1990 survey is referenced in Broadbent et al, 1992, while the 1988
survey is described in Broadbent et al, 1989.
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Figure 2: Consolidated Industry Groups

INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE ORGANISATION
IS Function:
Some 52% of respondents regarded the IS function in their
organisations as a Corporate Service under the operational
control of a centralised IS group, while 23% saw it as an
Internal Business run along business unit lines (see Table 2).
14% indicated that IS was organised as a federated service,
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with each business unit owning and controlling its own IS
capability, and a Central IS unit having responsibility for
determining technical direction and systems architecture.
Table 2: Structure of the IS Function
Corporate Service
Internal Business
Business Venture
Decentralised
Federated

52%
23%
6%
5%
14%

N=100

After cross-tabulation with industry groups, Public Sector
and Insurance ranked highest in the Corporate Service area,
followed closely by Banking and Manufacturing. Insurance
and Banking dominated the Internal Business category, while
Insurance and Public Sector returned the strongest percent
ages for IS as a federated service. The Public Sector also had
the highest return for the Business Venture option. On a
consolidated basis, Corporate Service was regarded as most
prevalent for the IS function in all three industry groups, with
Manufacturing dominating on a size ratio basis (58%).

IS Budget:
33% of respondents estimated that their total IS budgets ex
ceeded $A20 million per annum (refer Figure 3). 40% of New
Zealand respondents were in this category and on a consolidated
industry basis, Services (52%) and the Public Sector (30%)
collectively accounted for the bulk of this figure. It was the first
time this question had been asked in an AS/G survey.
17.3%

4-1%

N=97
25.5%

Figure 4 shows the reporting level of the managers who run the
IS groups within respondent organisations. 91 % reported that
there was no more than one level between themselves and the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO). This was an 11% improve
ment (in this category) over the 1990 survey result, and
continues to demonstrate the importance and seniority of this
position.
N=98

%
■ Report direct to CEO
□ 1 Level between CEO & ISM
■ 2 Levels b/t CEO & ISM
□ 3 or More Levels

Figure 4: Reporting Level of IS Managers

PART B: FINDINGS
THE PERSPECTIVE OF SENIOR BUSINESS
MANAGERS
The IS executives in this study were asked their perceptions of
senior business management’s appreciation and understand
ing of five key ISM issues:
— the contribution of IS to the business
— the size of the IT investment
— exposure if the IS facility was lost
— the quality of IS services
— the potential of IT

■ Lass than S1M

HHfip

□ $1M to S4.9M

3B111

amaaag

IS Managers:

□ S5M to S9.9M

16.3%

□ S10M to S19.9M
H520M to S49.9M
□ More than $50M
13.3%
23.5%

Responses (see Table 4) indicated IS executives perceived
that senior business managers were divided in:
— their acknowledgment of the contribution of IS to fulfilling
the organisation’s mission; and
— their understanding of the implications of losing their IS
facility.

Figure 3: Size of IS Budget
Table 4: Senior Management Attitudes to IS

IS Staff:
Despite a general economic downturn in the Australasian
region, the 1992 study recorded little change to the size of the
IS group in AS/G firms (see Table 3). Cross tabulation with
organisational size revealed a small but steady increase in IS
staff numbers within smaller companies3 since the 1990
survey, while larger firms tended to remain stable. Cross
tabulation with consolidated industry categories revealed that
76% of Services sector and 67% of Public Sector respondents
employed more than 25 IS staff, as opposed to 45% in the
Manufacturing sector.
Table 3: Numbers of IS Staff in AS/G Organisations
No. of Staff
Survey Years:
Less than 8
Between 8 and 24
Between 25 and 74
More than 75

1988
14%
33%
35%
18%

1990
14%
22%
34%
30%

3 i.e.: those with less than 1,000 employees.

1992
11% 1988: N=I36
25% 1990: N= 127
34% 1992: N=100
30%

Industry Sectors:
N=99
Manufact Services Public Consolidated
— Acknowledges the
Contribution of IS
48%
53%
58%
53%
— Understands Exposure if
IS Facility Lost
39%
62%
49%
50%
— Recognises the Potential
of IT
48%
37%
42%
42%
— Understands the Size of
IT Investment
32%
35%
46%
38%
— Believes IS provides
Quality Services
26%
31%
16%
24%

When the above data were analysed by industry, responses
indicated that:
— 62% of IS managers in the Services sector believed that
senior management appreciated the impact of losing the IS
facility. This result is not surprising. For many of the firms
in this sector (e.g.: Insurance and Financial Services com
panies, Banks, and Lending institutions), technology is an
integral part of everyday operations; and
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— 46% of Public Sector senior managers understood the size
of their organisation’s IS investment4, but only 16% per
ceived IS as a provider of quality services. Later discus
sions with Public Sector IS managers revealed a number of
reasons for this latter result which included:
— unreasonable claims by vendors in tender responses
which led to unrealistic and unrealised expectations
— tender acceptance guidelines which favoured lowest
quote tenders; and
— the inability of the Public Sector to hold and attract
efficient, high calibre IS staff
Cross-tabulation with the structure of the IS function (refer
Table 2), also produced some interesting results:
— when the IS function operated as a Business Venture,
respondents believed senior management had a far greater
appreciation of the contribution of IS to fulfil the organisation’s mission (with 83% of respondents marking the top
category ‘Great Extent’), and a much greater recognition of
the potential of IS to improve client services;
— when IS was run as an Internal Business, there appeared to
be greater understanding of business exposure should the
IS facility be lost; and
— the most positive attitude towards the quality of IS services
occurred in organisations where the IS function was
Decentralised.
Other findings in this area revealed that respondents be
lieved that:
— business managers have yet to recognise the full potential
of IT to contribute to improving client services.
Merry weather (1992) believes the key to business survival
lies in understanding the benefits that can be offered by IT.
This supports results from a recent Booz, Allen & Hamil
ton survey which found that one of the most common IS
perception problems amongst top managers was a lack of
understanding about its capability (Computerworld, 1992a);
— business managers do not fully understand the size of the
IS investment. Some of this may well relate to uncertainty
about how to measure payoffs from IT (Computerworld,
1991); and
— IS has a long way to go before it can be said with confi
dence, that it offers quality services. Computerworld’s
1991 survey of American senior executives found that 53%
were not satisfied with their return on investment in IT.
Poor implementation, delayed projects and cost overruns
were cited as the main contributors to this perception
(Computerworld, 1991).
There is still considerable challenge in a situation where
some 50% of respondents believe their senior managers have
only a limited appreciation of the IS contribution and the
organisation’s dependence on the IS facility (see Table 4 —
Consolidated). Possible reasons for these perceptions relate to
difficulties in obtaining investment in IT given downturns in
4 In terms of data, network and processors.
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the current economic climate, problems of alignment with
business objectives, and concerns about IS and business
partnerships in systems development.
The views of business managers identified in this study
also emphasised the importance of perceptions about obtain
ing business value from IT. Perhaps one of the reasons why IS
managers may have difficulty in obtaining commitment is due
to the lack of corroboration that best use is being made of the
IT investment. The significance of this was borne out in a later
question which asked respondents to rank the six factors they
regarded as most critical for successful performance of their
IS Group (refer Critical Success Factors for the IS Manager
later in this paper).

THE EXTENT OF IT PENETRATION
End-User Processing;
The extent of IT penetration, as indicated by end-user process
ing numbers, continues to show steady escalation. Figure 5
illustrates the continuing growth of non-IS, end-user comput
ing. 1992 results are consistent with trends identified in earlier
survey years (Broadbent et al, 1989; Broadbent et al, 1992).
For example (refer Figure 5) in 1990, 34.5% of respondent
organisations had 301 or more Non-IS staff taking responsi
bility for their own data processing. By 1992, this figure had
jumped to 48.5%.
This result confirms the continuing impact IT is having
on organisations in terms of ever increasing computer
capacity and speed, and the many personal productivity
tools now available for use with this technology (Niederman
et al, 1991). It is also an acknowledgement of the demand
from a more information intensive and computer literate
user community.
35 -p % of Respondent Organisations
30 --
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41-100
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Figure 5: Non-IS Staff Who Process their Own Data

IS Related Sources Used for Decision Making:
IS managers are keen to make data available to professionals
in their organisation (see Table 5). In the 1992 survey, 51 % of
respondents indicated that their senior managers made strate
gic business decisions using current data in hard copy formats.
12% obtained their data directly using personal productivity
tools such as Executive Information Systems (EIS). On a
consolidated industry basis, this was most common in the
Manufacturing sector. Around 30% had their data obtained
for them by an information specialist using a query program,
with the Services sector dominating in this area, while 6% still
used predominantly non-current data in hard copy format.
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The fact that only a small number of executives access their
data directly may reflect a lack of effort by the IS Department
to market appropriate productivity tools, or the difficulty of
developing EIS applications under existing system platforms.
Table 5: IS Related Sources used by Senior Management for Assisting
Decision Making
6%
51%

Non-current data in Hard Copy format
Current data in Hard Copy format
Data obtained via IS Specialist using
Query program
Data obtained direct (e.g.: via EIS)

N=99

30%
12%

KEY TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
FOR THE FUTURE
Technological Developments:
Technologies which facilitated long term flexibility and stream
lining of processes had particular importance amongst areas
of key technological developments (see Figure 6). Respond
ents were asked to indicate the likely importance of seven
nominated technologies on a 5 point Likert scale where 1 =
Not Important and 5 = Extremely Important. Overall, results
showed that the 3 most significant technological issues for
AS/G organisations in 1992 were the:
— development and implementation of organisational IT
infrastructure. Over 62% of respondents viewed this as an
issue of high importance, with the Services sector account
ing for 43% of this figure. This latter result is expected,
given the technology-intensive nature of many organisa
tions within the Services sector
— application of client/server architecture (CSA). 51% of
respondents saw this as a high priority issue, with the
Services sector accounting for 49% of this figure; and
— implementation of electronic data/document interchange
(EDI) between organisations. This was seen as an impor
tant issue by 46% of respondents, with response rates
evenly distributed across all industry sectors.
20.41
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Figure 6: Key Technological Developments for AS/G Organisations (N=99)

Within industries, there were slight variations to the above.
The top three issues for the Manufacturing and Public Sector
in rank order were IT Infrastructure, EDI and CSA, perhaps
reflecting the growing prevalence of electronic trading and

document interchange within these industries (Coopers and
Lybrand, 1992). The Services sector (which includes the
Insurance, Banking and Finance industries) ranked IT Infra
structure, CSA and Imaging as its top three issues. Butler and
Broadbent (1993) note that unlike Imaging technology, EDI is
not widely used within the Australian banking industry, while
Coopers and Lybrand (1992) report that the Australian finan
cial/business services industries both have very low rates of
EDI penetration.
The development of organisational IT infrastructure
provides an enabling base for the delivery of future infor
mation products and services. The decisions organisations
need to make in these areas are very significant. Keen
(1991) believes that the extent to which an organisation
has IT infrastructure in place, will determine its business
‘degrees of freedom’. It provides both economy of scale
for the organisation and economies of expertise amongst
the IS staff. In a recent exploration of IT infrastructure,
Weill (1993) noted that having the appropriate technologi
cal platform enables other business systems to be pro
duced and the offering of enhanced services to clients.
Improved flexibility widens the variety of customer needs
a firm can handle without cost increases.
According to Weill, what distinguishes IT infrastructure is
that it is a resource shared throughout the firm. It usually
includes hardware, operating software, communications, and
other support mechanisms for business applications. It also
includes a human component which provides the experience
and knowledge base for developing the policies, plans and
designs needed for its implementation (Weill, 1993; McKay
and Brockway, 1989). Infrastructure investment is “... long
term in nature, often taking advantage of economies ofscale,
ofcentralised investment, and supporting a sharedfirm-wide
vision” (Weill, 1993:548).
Without an appropriate infrastructure in place, business
projects such as process redesign become far more complex to
execute. The development and implementation of an infra
structure appropriate to business requirements is an urgent
priority for IS management. Some tension between the re
quirements for high level decisions about infrastructure across
the company and the move within firms towards different
organisational arrangements for IS (such as decentralised or
business venture configurations) is to be expected. However,
it is also clear that a strong and appropriate in situ IT infra
structure is needed for data delivery and communications
pathways, and for facilitating consistent applications across
the firm.
Client/server architecture (CSA) provides an opportunity
for better management of, and distributed access to, organisa
tional data (Sinha, 1992). Distributed data environments aim
to meet business needs by providing a transparent interface to
data, while maintaining appropriate controls and consistency
across different parts of an organisation. In this scenario, data
is seen as a corporate resource and is available to the increas
ing number of professionals who require it.
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CSA technology is prevalent in organisations which have
been successful with business process redesign, and linkage
of their business and IS strategies (Butler Cox, 1992). CSA is
rapidly eroding the dominance of the time-sharing approach
(Computerworld, 1992b), and is one of a number of compet
ing strategies available for distributed data delivery. Surveys
conducted by Index Group (1990 and 1993), Niedermann et al
(1991), Price Waterhouse (1991) and SIM (1991) all reported
high interest levels in CSA.
EDI is yet another approach for distributing (selected) data
across or between organisations. Although EDI technology
has been available for some time, its implementation has been
slower than expected. However, there is a clear recognition of
the significant role which EDI can play in projects such as the
reshaping and shrinking of business processes while provid
ing substantial productivity gains in the medium and longer
term. Index Group’s 1993 survey of North American and
European corporations found that EDI was gradually becom
ing a widely used technology and important strategic tool for
many industries, particularly in Europe.

SIGNIFICANT ORGANISATIONAL MANAGEMENT
ISSUES RELATED TO IS
The 1992 survey asked respondents to assess the importance
to their organisation of seven key management trends (see
Figure 7). Ranking of these areas proved consistent across all
three consolidated industry sectors, with distribution differ
ences proving marginal.
81.6

from IT

CEOs and CIOs either regarded all systems expenditure as
a cost or lacked the ability to measure its true impact on the
business (Computerworld, 1992a)
— the need to have business objectives drive these invest
ments (77%)
— the ready availability of data for business professionals to
assist with business performance analysis (67%). This
issue had also ranked third in the 1990 AS/G study
(Broadbent et al, 1992); and
— the need for business process redesign projects (BPR) in
order to gain much needed benefits from IT investment
(60%). BPR has also emerged as a high priority issue in
several other recent ISM surveys (Index Group, 1990 and
1993; SIM, 1991; Computerworld, 1992a).
Business process redesign aims to achieve dramatic im
provements in business performance and is often character
ised by its innovative use of IT. BPR analyses the business
processes of a company from a cross-functional perspective,
discards non-essential procedures and uses IT’s unique expo
sure to all areas of the business to drive the changes that are
needed (SIM, 1991).
During the 1970s and 1980s, IT expenditure was often
used for automating existing procedures and processes. In
contrast, the intent of IT-enabled process redesign is to attain
significant business breakthroughs thereby providing greater
benefit from investment in IT. Industry interest levels in BPR
are high as a direct result of current difficulties in the global
economic climate and a consequent downturn in business
conditions. Given these two factors, BPR will have relevance
for most companies in operation today.

Aligning Business
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Data Availability

Business Process
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60.2

Managers

0A Programs
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IS GROUP AND TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Tapping into Quality Assurance:
One area which appears to be greatly under-utilised by IS
management is the formal Quality Assurance (QA) program
(see Table 6). Over half (55%) of the respondents indicated
that their firm had a formal QA procedure, with the Public
Sector returning the highest percentage (61%). Only a small
percentage of IS groups supported this program in a proactive
manner, although cross-tabulation with consolidated industry
groups revealed the Services sector was more likely to do so.

Figure 7: Important Management Trends in AS/G Organisations (N=98)

These trends were derived from an examination of the
management and business literature (IS Analyzer, 1991;
Niederman et al 1991; Benjamin and Blunt, 1992; Champy,
1992; Computerworld, 1992a; IS Analyzer, 1992). The four top
management issues for AS/G'organisations in 1992 were:
— the desire to ensure business value from IT investments
(82%). Benefits emanating from the use of IT must be
known to the executive. The challenge in demonstrating
business value is underlined by the difficulty in measuring
IS productivity. A recent North American survey by Booz,
Allen and Hamilton found that some 50% of 350 surveyed
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Table 6: Nature of IS Participation When the Organisation has
a QA Program
As a Participant
Supplier of Technology to enable QA Programs
Facilitator of Change Process
Leader in providing Information and Analysis
Other

40%
24%
19%
13%
4%

(N=55)

In only 13% of organisations where a formal QA program
was in place did the IS group provide any leadership in
information and analysis. 19% of the IS groups were acting as
facilitators in the change process, while only 24% were
suppliers of technology to enable the QA program to operate.
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These results indicate that QA programs could provide a
significant opportunity for IS management to improve busi
ness management’s perception of their performance and their
support and stimulation of business management priorities.

Business and IS Interaction:
The top four tension areas for the provision of quality IS
services (see Figure 8) were:
— aligning systems with business objectives (41.5%)
— educating business managers and staff to act consistently
with Systems Development Processes (30.3%)
— measuring IS productivity (27.3%); and
•— delivering IS services consistent with the plan (20.2%)

However, IS managers have difficulty achieving the level
of performance needed in a tough economic climate, where
they are expected to do more with less. As can be seen in
Figure 9, the top three factors were far out in front. IS
managers want to meet business requirements and deliver
quality services. But they have to do this in a difficult eco
nomic climate where they also need to reduce the costs of
delivering these services.

27.3

19.2
14.2

i

Response

w////a

Figure 9: Critical Success Factors for IS Manager Performance
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Figure 8: Areas of Tension for Quality IS Service

Successful management of the major tensions for delivery
of quality IS services would enhance the prospect of IS
managers achieving their desired positioning.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR THE
IS MANAGER
The top five Critical Success Factors for the 1992 AS/G
survey are more business oriented than technology driven.
This is a direct reflection of the trend towards increasing
accountability in the IS group, the economic downturn of the
early 1990s, and the subsequent need to both contain costs and
raise efficiencies throughout the organisation. In rank order
(see also Figure 9), the top five Critical Success Factors were:
(i) Aligning IS with business objectives. Respondents to CSC
Index surveys have consistently regarded this as one of the
4 most critical IS issues since 1988 (Index Group 1993).
(ii) Delivering quality IS services
(iii) Reducing IS costs
(iv) Making best use of the IS investment
(v) Gaining commitment to the IS strategic plan.

The problem of aligning IS with business objectives ap
pears to have two aspects:
— the need for IS managers to be involved in strategy forma
tion processes
— the challenge of adequately identifying the implications of
strategic choices for IT investments
This challenge is a joint one for business and IS managers,
and the desire for partnership is recognised, at least by our
respondent IS managers.

IS GROUP’S SKILL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
In the mid 1980s, the skills identified as necessary for IS
professionals were largely technological (Hansell and Others,
1985). In contrast, success in the 1990s is measured in terms
of client satisfaction, and the ability and willingness of IS to
become a business partner within the firm (Defiore and
Gorewitz, 1991). As organisations strive to differentiate,
whether by enhanced services or products or by becoming the
low cost producer, it is critical that the IS team be seen to be
supporting business managers.
Gaps in skill levels for senior IS managers and profession
als were identified by requesting participants to indicate their
current and required skill levels in 10 key areas (refer Table 7).
Participants were asked to nominate one of three skill levels
(“High”, “Medium” or “Low”) for current and required skills
in each of these key areas.
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The biggest differences between levels of high current and
high required skills in rank order, were:
— Project management
— Aligning business and IS strategies
— Quality management approach to IS
— Marketing of IS
— Redesigning business processes; and
— Developing business cases for IS projects.
These results are summarised in Table 7 below. When
reviewed in the context of the 1990 AS/G survey (Broadbent
et al, 1992), project management has come from third to first
position. Quality management approaches to IS and redesign
ing business processes are on the list for the first time,
displacing network management and the management of IS
professionals.
Table 7: IS Personnel—Skills Gap (N=98)

Skills Area

Current
Required
Skill Level Skill Level Diff
%
%
%

Ranking

Project Management

22.2

82.8

60.6

7

Aligning Business and
IS Strategies

17.2

76.8

59.6

2

QM Approaches to IS

9.1

61.6

52.5

3

Marketing of IS Services

7.1

58.6

51.5

4

Business Process
Redesign

12.1

57.6

45.5

5

Business Cases for
IS Projects

18.2

60.6

42.4

6

Comms/Network
Management

35.4

68.7

33.3

7

Management of IS
Professionals

40.4

71.7

31.3

8

8.1

34.3

26.2

9

2

27.3

25.3

10

Data Modelling
Systems Development
Technology

When these results are combined with earlier responses,
the highly desired skills can be divided into two categories:
developing quality systems more quickly and managing ex
ecutive and client relationships.
Speeding up development of quality systems has both
technical and political components:
— Project management
— Assisting the redesign of business processes before auto
mating them
— Application of quality management to IS approaches
— Communication network management.
The skills required for managing executive and client
relations are primarily business and interpersonal ‘soft’ skills.
However, they must be built on a technical base so the
manager is able to differentiate between people-related and
technical issues. Their acquisition and deployment is more
difficult and requires planned and purposeful organisational
programs. Skills in this category include:
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— Marketing of IS services
— Aligning of business and IS strategies.
The skill of marketing IS services requires a sound under
standing of, and being attuned to, the business. This is based
on two foundations: first, real empathy with business needs;
and, second, IS professionals whose first loyalty is to their
organisations, not the IS profession. Only in this way will
there ever be a sustained and appreciated ‘felt need’ for IS
products and services. Business value has not only to be
delivered, but major business stakeholders have to perceive
that it has been delivered.
IS staff need a sound understanding of the different types
of business case justifications and evaluations needed to
support different types of IS investments. All investment in IT
is not the same (Weill, 1991). Keen (1991) has highlighted the
need for IS and business management to understand the costbenefit dynamics of IS investments, particularly the impor
tance of IT infrastructure. Weill has differentiated the types of
justification cases required for transactional, informational,
strategic and, more recently, IT infrastructure investments
(Weill, 1991; 1993). It is critical for IS management to be
familiar with such arguments to assist business management
in their deliberations for investment in IT. Greater apprecia
tion of these factors by IS management would also provide a
firmer base for identifying appropriate and informed expecta
tions for the business value from IS.
The alignment of business and IS strategies has been
described by Keen (1991) as a ‘problem of relationships’. One
of our researchers has highlighted how the awareness of
‘strategic intent’ assisted an organisation to develop systems
that were consistent with business objectives (Broadbent and
Weill, 1991; Broadbent and Weill, 1993). This was in contrast
to three competitor organisations where the strategic intent
was not as clear. IS staff were developing systems which were
not as well aligned with their firm’s strategic intent. Clearly
this knowledge can only come about when there is a continu
ous flow of business intelligence between the executive and
operational parts of an organisation.
We would add to this the need to utilise the opportunities
that exist in many organisations to play a more proactive part
in the organisation’s quality assurance program. Tackling
these areas, together with more targeted in-house manage
ment education, should assist IS managers to achieve the best
match between alignment with business and user needs in the
most cost-effective manner.

CONCLUSION
AS/G 1992 survey findings reflect both the business environ
ment of the early 1990s, and the maturation of the IS role.
Technical and staff related issues, which were pre-eminent in
the 1980s, are of less concern today. The focus is now on how
IS can make a major contribution to meeting corporate objec
tives in a time of economic downturn.
The emphasis by AS/G members on the need for systems
consistent with business objectives, educating business manag
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ers to act according to systems development processes and
the need to deliver IS services consistent with plans,
underscores the key importance of constant interaction
with business managers and developing a real sensitivity
to business needs.

Interaction with Business Management:
Successful interaction and the development of real sensi
tivity is predicated on the quality of the relationship or
partnership between service deliverers and client groups.
This is reliant upon the so called ‘soft skills’ which might
account for their emphasis throughout the survey. Some
effective management practices which are aimed at im
proving the interaction between business and IS manage
ment, and thus contributing to the alignment of business
and IS strategies, have been described in previous work
(Broadbent and Weill, 1993).
AS/G’s IS managers have indicated that they have to
maintain services to clients using yesterday’s technology
while struggling for investment dollars to develop tomor
row’s enhanced solution. While this is not new, the responses
emphasised that the current economic climate has exacer
bated the dilemma.
When some of the same questions were asked in previous
surveys, the IS managers indicated that ‘Attracting and hold
ing quality staff and ‘High maintenance loads’ were amongst
their preoccupations. These issues were viewed as consider
ably less important in the 1992 survey. Issues related to
providing business solutions, and securing IT investment are
the preoccupations of today’s IS managers.
The barriers can be summarised in terms of:
— difficulty in establishing a business partnership in systems
development
— difficulty in obtaining investment for IT
— limited use of Executive Information Systems (EIS)
— the investment in current transactional systems
— difficulty in developing systems that match the strategic
objectives.
The last mentioned barrier surfaces in a variety of ways
throughout the survey responses. It is symptomatic of continu
ing communication difficulties between IS and business manag
ers. These communication difficulties do not necessarily disap
pear when responsibility for IS applications are devolved to
business groups. In a recent Australian study evaluating infor
mation delivery to middle managers, a petroleum firm manager
explained his exasperation with the amount of time required to
work with IS staff to develop appropriate systems:
“When IS say that they want business people to put more
time into specifying requirements, they do not understand
that business people do not have the time ”
(Broadbent et al, 1992a:20)
In many organisations, business managers are only now
beginning to realise the sheer difficulty of providing systems
which meet business objectives.

Skills Development and Exchanges:
A key place to start overcoming barriers is with skills
development, including particularly some of the ‘soft
skills’ needed to build understanding and relationships
between major stakeholders. IS staff have ‘low social
skills’ and are often preoccupied with ‘self-actualisation’,
that is, the need to get mental stimulus from a role (Couger
and Zawacki, 1978; Couger, 1988). The consequences of
this are apparent today.
There is evidence to indicate that firms which have suc
cessfully leveraged their investments in IT use a variety of
means to improve communication, and skills transfer between
business and IT staff. These include: project groups, short
term secondments, training programs in mixed groups, and
career paths for the encouragement of hybrids in the firm. A
hybrid might be a business manager with a sound understand
ing of IT, or an IS staff member with strong business skills
(Broadbent and Weill, 1993).

Identifying the Role of IT Infrastructure:
A major area where disputation and lack of understanding
arises between business and IS staff is in IT infrastructure
investment. It is difficult to describe the role of IT infra
structure and to justify investment in IT which is likely to
have little immediate payoff. This area is a major chal
lenge for business management, vendors and IS staff. In
the past three years, the need to identify and articulate this
part of the IT investment has increased (McKay and
Brockway, 1989; Venkatraman, 1991; Weill 1993). Iden
tifying the role and value of IT infrastructure is currently
the subject of a major international research study which
has received substantial funding from IBM in the United
States (Weill and Broadbent, 1993).
Through its exposure to all areas of the business, IS holds
a unique position in the organisation. The manager responsi
ble for IS must take advantage of this, must work smarter,
grow the skills base, forge better relationships with stakeholders
(both clients and executives), and be more effective in the
delivery of technological solutions. Only in this way can an
organisation and its IS Group begin to establish a partnership
that will enable total client satisfaction and an enhanced
competitive position.
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QUAIFE, A. (1992): Automated Development of Fundamental Mathemati
cal Theories, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 271pp., SUS 123.00.
Using the theorem-prover OTTER, the author has proved many theorems,
including some major ones, of von Neumann-Bemays-Godel set theory, Peano
arithmetic, axiomatic Euclidean geometry and logic, including Godel’s incom
pleteness theorems. To gauge the significance of this work and to see what
prospects it offers one must look closely at this book and the proofs it presents.
OTTER was developed at Argonne National Laboratory by William
McCune. It is based on work of Larry Wos, Ross Overbeek and Ewing Lusk
that goes back over more than two decades and stems ultimately from the
resolution algorithm of Alan Robinson. The underlying idea, which has
been refined in many ways, is to express the negation of the purported
theorem in clausal form and to generate new clauses using resolution until
a contradiction shows up. OTTER is a state-of-the-art theorem-prover in
this tradition (though at the time of publication it lacked associativecommutative unification).
Theorem-proving, from this point of view, is like searching a mindbogglingly immense maze. If the statement we are trying to prove is indeed
a theorem — and of course we are not supposed to know that it is — then
among the many paths that lead from the set of clauses at hand to sets of
derived clauses there will be some that go to a set that includes a null clause
— a contradiction. We accumulate clauses in the hope that they may play a
role in filling in the path we seek. In the vast amount of information that is
generated, most is dross. The problem is to control the derivation process in
such a way that the null clause comes along before the information at hand
becomes too large for any computer to handle.
In Quaife’s work binary resolution is abandoned and sophisticated vari
ants are used instead. As he puts it these “make larger inference steps in one
fell swoop, without saving intermediate results to further clog up the clause
space. They are effective steps in fighting the combinatorial explosion”. In
addition, reasoning about equality is done using paramodulation and de
modulation. The latter brings in the powerful algebraic device of rewriting to
normal form. A most important role is also played by two common-sense
strategies: set-of-support, which ensures that each conclusion drawn is
relevant to the theorem at hand and subsumption, which discards a derived
clause if it is less general than some other derived clause.
OTTER offers the user a substantial degree of control over the process of
generating new clauses. In particular, each generated clause is assigned a
weight that may be used to discard the clause or to give it preference in the
drawing of further inferences.
Perhaps the main value of the book, to a non-expert reader, is the inside view
of the actuality of resolution-based automated theorem proving that is offered
by passages like the following, made in connection with the set theory material:
In my first attempt at a proof, I turn on UR-resolution, paramodulation into
and from, and back demodulation. If these settings fail to obtain a proof within
a reasonable length of time, I try turning on hyperresolution. I then also assign
low weights to other functors that I expect must appear in the proof. This step
is frequently necessary. The discipline of adhering to general inference rules
must usually be departed from by bringing in theorem-specific weightings. A
more radical departure lies in the choice of the many lemmas that proof of a
major theorem usually requires. For example, in one of the culminating settheory results—Cantor’s theorem that there is no function mapping a set onto
its power set—the essence of the diagonal argument (definition of the Cantor
class and its membership conditions) must be provided by the user and proved
as lemmas prior to the theorem itself.
The question must be asked: can proofs obtained with so much input from
the human user be said to be automatic? The author calls them “semi
automatic” and, revealingly, he consistently refers to them in the possessive
as “my proofs”. Referring to the range of possibilities between a prover that
merely verifies each minute step of an argument entirely presented to it by the
user and one that presents a complete proof given only the theorem statement
and the axioms of the relevant theory, he makes a case that his development
is a positive step in the direction of automation. The argument is that whereas
earlier resolution provers were only able to succeed when only relevant
lemmas were supplied by the user, in his presentation all previously proved
lemmas are available. There is therefore less human intervention.
The author is optimistic that human intervention can be eliminated. Are
there grounds for optimism? In the case, for example, of number theory the
order of proof of theorems and introduction of concepts is grounded in

Editor; David Williams
hundreds of years of human experience. If there are ways of doing away with
this, none are offered in this book.
Art Quaife writes clearly, honestly and with infectious enthusiasm. His
interesting book is a compilation of research papers which conveys the
excitement and focus on detail that his creative use of OTTER engendered.
The final hundred pages or so are devoted to an edited list of the theorems
proved in NBG Set theory and Peano arithmetic, material that should be
useful to other workers in the area. For them the book may be as valuable as
its extraordinary price suggests.
[Editors note: Dr. Fearnley-Sander advises that he has written a longer
review, which offers more critical appraisal of the text. It is available from
him — Email: dfs@hilbert.maths.utas.edu.au]
Desmond Fearnley-Sander
University of Tasmania
JONES, L.J. and FLYNN, A.M. (1993): MOBILE ROBOTS, Inspiration to
Implementation, A.K. Peters, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 349pp.,
SUS39.95 (Hardback).
Mobile robots do not seem to have developed as much as one would have
hoped. We get occasional reports of automatons which can be used to subdue
armed bandits, defuse bombs and assess safety in mines but these are far from
commonplace. It was therefore, with a fine sense of anticipation that I started
to read “Mobile Robots”. However things are often not what one expects.
After the first disappointment that I was not going to read about the latest
developments in super intelligent robots that rolled around factories as
security guards or delivered meals to patients in hospitals, I found that I was
reading a book that really needed to be written and, more than that, a book
written by enthusiasts with an eye for detail.
Mobile Robots is aimed at High School Seniors and “enthusiastic ama
teurs” with the objective of stimulating them to enjoy a tangle with microelec
tronics. It sets out to show that a small motorised robot fitted with a variety
of sensors and meaningfully controlled by a single chip computer (MC68HC11)
can be put together without the need for a degree in electronics. This outlook
raised my only criticism of the book. The great variety of topics is sometimes
unsupported by a development of the underlying material. For instance, the
first mention of programming covers Interactive C in just over a page whilst
the next mention of programming relates to Assembly Language and its
implementation in terms of Opcodes and then, on to registers of which there
are quite a few in the MC68HC11. The tyro working through the book will,
I believe, need regular access to a competent mentor.
I hope my fears are ill founded because a young person, and maybe a not
so young person, with an inquiring mind will enjoy the challenge of exploring
the truly wide range of topics covered by the book. There are half page (and
sometimes longer) descriptions of artificial intelligence, DC-DC converters,
H bridges, finite-state machines, pseudo codes, the chemistry of batteries,
feedback control loops, manufacture of MOSFETS, choice of motors and
sensors and, as they say, much much more.
A pleasant feature of the book is its frequent reference to supply sources
for components and even their cost. This feature is a lot less useful in Australia
than the US but, nevertheless, the advice can be adapted. In terms an
Australian readership I would say that anyone teaching interactive microelec
tronics should get hold of a copy if only to provide food for thought about
demonstrations and to provide a basis for further projects. Parents of “ingen
ious kids” should not look past it for a birthday present although it must be
admitted that the cost is a trifle high. The authors asserted that their book was
aimed at High School students but, regretfully, a brief survey showed that
schools, in NSW at any rate have not yet got into the swing of modern
technology and retain a view that, provided some students are given some
experience with personal computers, they are at the forefront of computer
technology. So, probably, the most important adult readership would be the
up and coming science teachers studying for their Diplomas of Education.
Jacob A. Cartmel
Engitech Pty Ltd
LEACH, R. (1993): Using C in Software Design, Academic Press, 402pp.,
unstated price.
This book presents a comprehensive look at C language programming as well
as emphasising software engineering principles for system development. It is
designed to teach ANSI C as a second language with all the material and
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exercises being class-tested in an academic environment. A major feature of
this book is the use of one large software engineering project that reflects the
new features introduced in each chapter as well as the overall approach to
software development using C in a UNIX environment.
The text is presented in two sections. The first section covers the elemen
tary aspects of the C language. These include the basic syntax, control
structures, arithmetic and other operators, functions, basic program structure,
and arrays. Each of these chapters are well written and provide a rich set of
practical exercises to reinforce the concepts discussed.
The second section of the text covers advanced program structure, point
ers, structured data types, advanced input and output, and bit operations. The
advanced program structure chapter also looks at the compilation issues
involved in software development including the use of make in UNIX and
Turbo C. The chapter on pointers — one of the most difficult concepts for
students to grasp — is well presented and clearly describes their use and
function.
Throughout all the chapters, a large software engineering project (simu
lation of a file system) is discussed and used to highlight each feature of the
C language, The project requirement changes are also used to highlight
software development issues. A final chapter of the text briefly looks at C++
and the advantages over C.
The text also includes a number of appendices including; reserved words
in C, syntax summary, operator precedence, ANSI C and K&R C differences.
A disk is also included with all the source code of the examples used
throughout the text. Overall, the book was quite enjoyable to read and
provided a suitable text to learn and understand the C programming language.
Renato lannella
Bond University

ROSENBERG, J.M. (1993): Business Dictionary of computers, Wiley,
Brisbane, 403pp, US$14.95 (paperback).
A good test of a dictionary is to try to answer two questions: Who would use
it? What would they use it for?
For dictionary users presented with this title, the answer to the first
question seems to be given on the cover: “anyone in business who works with
computers”.
Then, what would they use it for?
Possibly to prevent embarrassment at an upcoming meeting or presenta
tion, so that the user understands an appropriate array of the most recent terms
and acronyms.
Or perhaps a person in small business wants to buy a system, but is
perplexed by the terms used to describe the products on offer.
Students might also use such a dictionary to translate words used during
a lecture or in a textbook.
How well does it stand up to these hypothetical tests?
To find out, I thought up some common jargon used in sales literature and
during presentations. I chose two lists of recent and seasoned words. The
recent ones are more important, since it is they for which most users will need
a dictionary.
The results were not good. Approximately half of my (admittedly non
random) choice of older terms produced either no entry or a less than useful
result (the definition of relation spoke of assembly language comparison
operations, and the acronym CASE or its expanded form were not listed).
With the sample of recent words, only one out of ten produced a useful entry.
Words or acronyms such as EIS, flash memory, groupware and middleware
leave the dictionary user none-the-wiser, yet they are important in business
computing. There are no entries either for important terms such as client/
server or data warehouse, let alone DLL, custom control, widget or PCMCIA.
One entry (for LCD) was even circular, thus reminding me of the old
computing joke about a definition of the word recursive: see recursive.
The entries for some older terms are, however, quite good. For the punch
card era, there are lots of useful, clear explanations covering software,
analysis, hardware and communications.
If your problem is how to negotiate the alphabet soup which a trip to
your local computer store brings, though, then this dictionary won’t help
you much.
Ronald Watts
Information Resources Australia
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FISHER, S. (1994): Multimedia Authoring, Academic Press, 286pp.,
SUS34.95.
Multimedia, despite being an overused buzzword, is also an exciting concept.
The notion of linking video, text, graphics, and sound together in an interac
tive manner is a powerful and enticing one. It is natural, therefore, that there
would be considerable interest in creating multimedia. However, as multimedia is relatively new, technically sophisticated, conceptually different, and
interdisciplinary by nature, the knowledge necessary to produce such a
resource is hard to come by. Hence “Multimedia Authoring”, by Scott Fisher,
should be viewed as a timely book. Of course, that entirely depends on how
good a job the book does of presenting the underlying concept. The short
answer is that, with considerable limitations, it does quite well.
Firstly, this a not a full-fledged manual on multimedia production from
start to finish. The book explicitly does not attempt to address the technical
difficulties in producing multimedia; this book is not about video production,
graphic creation, nor data compression, but is instead about learning, as the
jacket blurb says, “to think multimedia”. That is not a trivial goal. Still, the
reader who is looking for a guide that will lead to a finished product will be
disappointed.
Further, the title is a misnomer. The book is really about designing mediaaugmented hypertext information resources, which, while admittedly a
potentially large proportion of possible applications, does not cover all the
designs readers might expect. The book claims it “devotes more time to
educational, professional, and informational presentations than it does to pure
entertainment applications”, which is an understatement. Only one reference
to game design is made throughout the book. I would further argue that
educational applications are not truly represented. The book relies on the
‘knowledge transfer’ model of instruction, where exploration of a document
will lead to understanding. This is not a pedagogical approach, however, and
the book provides no guidance on how instruction could be achieved with
multimedia. There is vast instructional potential in multimedia, but it is not
to be found here.
On the other hand, the book claims that “the organizational and humanfactors suggestions contained here can help developers” of other forms of
multimedia applications, and I must concur. With the relatively modest goals
of helping the potential author to systematically consider what material is
worth transferring to a multimedia document, how to approach issues of
structure, size, and navigation, and an emphasis on considering the user’s
abilities and point of view, this book does make a concrete contribution. In
particular, the focus on human information processing and usability is a
valuable component. While Mr. Fisher is far too gentle about the importance
of user testing for my tastes, he does consistently assist the reader in
considering the eventual consumer of the document.
The organisation of the book contributes to the overall effectiveness. The
author leads us elegantly from an initial orientation, through the tools and
methods that help organise document preparation, to a final set of checklists
for production. Mr. Fisher helps develop a relational way of thinking, presents
storyboarding as an organisational tool, continues with systematic approaches
to information partitioning, structure designing and support, and usability
considerations. He ends with guidelines for development that, among other
things, indicate the broad range of talents that are needed to deal with such a
interdisciplinary production.
Mr. Fisher’s writing style is generally pleasant and very readable. There
is an unfortunate tendency to use obscure references for examples, which
make one suspect the author is entirely too convinced of his own cleverness,
but not to the point of being obnoxious. Despite the sometimes unclear
examples this is a book based on considerable experience. The hints and tips
have the ring of authenticity, and there is a very clear message that multimedia
authoring is indeed fun but also considerably challenging.
Surprisingly little attention is paid to video and audio, except as ad
juncts. While this may be viewed as a detriment, there is little theory yet
about how people integrate multiple sensory information, and there is
enough material here to be covered that leaving pointers to the role of video
is sufficient. This may also indicate some limitation on the graphic capabili
ties of the author, as there were instances where more diagrams would have
better supported the text.
The book comes with a floppy diskette that contains a Unix shell-script to
create a limited form of hypertext, and a HyperCard stack illustrating the
concepts. The HyperCard document attempts to cover too much and ends up
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with substantial gaps. I would have preferred a complete treatment of a lesssubstantial subject, but the fact that the book examples come from the
HyperCard document strengthens the discussion. I haven’t had an opportu
nity to check the Unix shell-script.
Overall, I think that with caveats about exactly what the book does cover,
it serves an important role for those who may have technical abilities in one
or more of the areas included in multimedia and have considered authoring
a multimedia product. The reader would be prepared to choose a particular
platform, assemble the requisite knowledge, and frame an initial project. All
this would require additional investigation that will be found in other books
on the particular hardware, the specific media to be incorporated, and on the
particular content area. That, however, is not unreasonable.
Clark Quinn
University of New South Wales
DeVARGAS,M.(1993): NetworkSecurity, NCCBlackwell,152pp.,$79.95.
According to the author, this book is addressed to a wide range of readers,
including managers responsible for data security in their companies, business
consultants, students and professionals of Information Technology, as well as
to any other person having a general interest in data security. It is written in
non-technical language, assuming that the readers have no prior knowledge
of the topics. While the first two chapters are on general aspects of data
security in information systems, the next eight cover expenses, vulnerabilities
and threats to data security in context of typical data communication environ
ments, including local and wide area networks, mobile networks, and net
works applying OSI and SNA architectures.
The main purpose of the book is to introduce and explain basic ideas and
concepts of data security in information systems and networks, without going
into technicalities of implementations or related theory. This is a collection of
short, independent chapters, that range from one page on data security in mobile
networks to twenty pages on general information security. The text is easy in
reading, and contains numerous informative footnotes, plus five appendices,
including glossary of the main terms so unfortunately, no references are used
that would direct readers to sources containing more information on the
discussed topics. If you are a layman on data security, and keen to know the
basics of this important feature of modem information systems, this is the book
you should buy, if you are prepared to pay $79.95 for 150 pages.
K. Pawlikowski
University of Canterbury, NZ
BLACKLOCK, P. (1992); Computer Programming, 3rd Ed., NCC
Blackwell, Oxford, 265pp., $39.95 (paperback).
This book was first published in 1981 as “Programming Techniques and
Practice” by Alan Chantler, the third edition of this book receives a new title
and a new author. The book consists of thirteen chapters a number of which
cover topics that are often neglected by introductory programming courses.
The first two chapters ‘What is a program?’ and ‘Data and data structures’
provide an introduction to most of the material that follows. Chapter 3 discusses
reliability and robustness, what constitutes a good program, structure charts and
top down design. It also discusses Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams, flowcharts
and decision tables. The fourth chapter, The design process’, covers program
specification, storage and file handling, output formatting and design checking.
Chapter 5 ‘Coding’ offers some useful suggestions on code standards and
would be useful reading for existing programmers. Following this is a short
chapter on ‘Testing and de-bugging’ which could usefully include a larger
section on the use of a symbolic debugging techniques. Chapter 7 ‘Implemen
tation’ briefly covers maintenance issues whilst Chapter 8 ‘Documentation’
discusses that issue, but should have included some examples of what is
considered useful documentation. The half page section on user documentation
should do much more than point out the fact that the size of the system will
determine the type of user documentation required. Chapters 9 and 10 ‘Program
languages and operating software’ and ‘Software utilities, models and tools’
contain a grab bag of issues that could have easily been omitted whilst some of
the above chapters were expanded. Each chapter begins with a list of objectives
and ends with a number of exercises.
Five appendices are included in the book. One is a glossary of terms that
explains some but not all of the terms used in the text, some of the explanations
are lacking in clarity and so the reader may have to go elsewhere. The second

appendix is a short list of additional references. No end of chapter references
are included, I consider these more useful for students as they can seek out
further material on the chapter they have just finished when they need it most.
A third appendix contains solutions to the end of chapter exercises mentioned
above. The next two appendices contain sample exam questions and answers
and although based on the English NCC exams would provide useful revision.
The book contains a poor and quite idiosyncratic index. There are quite a
large number of diagrams, figures and program code throughout the text;
these are quite clear and well laid out.
In the Preface, the authors claim that this book would be a useful reference
for undergraduate computer science students and for those undertaking
computing diploma or certificate courses. However, it is not a complete
introductory text and students will need to have either learnt or be learning a
programming language. They will certainly need to have some understanding
of pseudocode as it only gets a brief review in Chapter 1.
I would advise prospective buyers to have a look at this book to see if it fits
their needs before buying it, certainly a copy could usefully be on the shelves
of an academic library.
Andrew Wenn
Victoria University of Technology (Footscray)
REILLY, N.B. (1993): Successful Systems Engineering for Engineers and
Managers, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 278pp., Unstated
price (hard cover).
This book starts with the observation that the title “systems engineer” is
perhaps a little too liberally applied to those who are not engineers at all. There
is the implication that good engineers and indeed engineers in the proper sense
of the word are rare. These are far too busy to train their more needy colleagues
thereby creating a domino effect with the increased demand of system
development and a lack of resource to meet that demand.
Successful Systems Engineering for Engineers and Managers is a concise
and eminently readable publication of all the vagaries of systems develop
ment. It opens with the author’s definition of systems engineering as well as
a potted version of the evolution of systems engineering. The author then goes
on to provide an holistic overview of the systems engineering process from
defining the user needs through to final documentation. It is this overview
which lays the foundation for the remainder of the book in that each
subsequent chapter expands on the steps outlined in this section.
The publication covers such areas as choosing the right systems engineer
ing paradigm, how to ensure consistent development, setting up and leading
an effective system design team and identifying and managing scarce com
modities. Case studies are used to good effect to highlight particular points
and there is a definite flavour to the book that the author is trying to benefit
the reader from his own experience. He appears to have learnt the right and
wrong ways and gives the impression that he is entirely suited to writing with
such authority.
This publication would most suit the new systems engineer or manager
who requires a structured approach in the initial stages. Experienced engi
neers and managers attempting a large scale development could benefit by
using the book as a checklist to ensure that a methodical approach to the
development is adopted. Its readability, conciseness and structured method
ology makes this publication useful both as a text or a reference work.
Greg Pollock
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
NERING, E.D. and TUCKER, A.W. (1993): Linear Programs and Related
Problems, Academic Press, San Diego, London, 584pp., unstated price.
This is an excellent well written teaching book on linear programming and
applications. It should be in every University library and on the shelves of
anyone teaching in the area. Depending on price, it would be a good textbook
for a semester course. All the linear algebra necessary is developed as needed,
although matrix notation is assumed.
It differs from many books aimed at a similar market in that primal
and dual are treated in an integrated fashion throughout, as one might
expect from Tucker. The book starts with a few classical examples and,
where possible, uses these throughout to illustrate concepts. In all cases,
new ideas are presented by a very detailed series of tableaux, followed
by more formal statements of the theory. Each point is made in an
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intuitive, almost common sense fashion which I think would appeal to
students. There are comprehensive exercises for each chapter, with full
answers, which themselves contain teaching material. A 5,25 inch DOS disc
comes with the book. This contains all the tableaux from the chapters together
with programs for running, displaying, modifying them etc. The programs are
educational and limited to screen sized tableaux.
Because of the joint presentation of the primal and dual, many of the
tableaux have a different format from the norm in a teaching book. The
unit matrix appears rarely. This might be a little confusing for a
beginning student if this book were being used in conjunction with other
material which gave a more conventional presentation of primal simplex.
The applications section contains some unusual algorithms, with
interesting presentations of some derived from graph theory. The ellip
soidal algorithm is mentioned briefly, without a diagram which would
have made it somewhat clearer. There is a tableaux version of the
interior point algorithm which is still referred to as Karmarkar. For a
book which concentrates so heavily on the dual, it was disappointing not
to see more discussion of some of the dual variations of interior point.
Again, although the book is primarily a teaching book, and about
simplex, I found the coverage of interior point out of date and therefore
a little misleading.
However, these are minor quibbles and I would thoroughly recommend
the book to its intended audience.
Jenny Edwards
University of Technology, Sydney
TRAISTER, R.J. (1993): Mastering C Pointers, 2nd Edition, Academic
Press, 160pp., unstated price (paperback).
Being a “second edition”, it must mean that enough copies of the first
edition were sold to make it worthwhile publishing again. I did not read the
first edition, and take the author’s note at face value in that it has been
revised and enhanced and fully embraces the ANSI standard for C program
ming language.
The book is entirely about C pointers, it is designed for beginner C
programmers — or for programmers who are unfamiliar with the basics
of memory allocation and reference. It does not provide help on the C
language itself.
The book covers all aspects of pointers, their declaration, meanings and
use. This includes simple addressing, numeric data types, strings, memory
access and allocation, function arguments and pointers to functions, structs,
unions and pointers to pointers. I can’t think of anything else that could be
included, and can only assume that the final chapter, which is on program
ming style, has been included to increase the size of the book (and therefore
profit?). Such a chapter, though interesting, belongs to an introduction to C
programming book, which this is not.
The positive aspects about the book are that it is easy to understand,
although I found the author’s tone rather condescending. There is a diskette
accompanying the book, which contains the many examples of code, in one
directory, labelled according to page number — excellent.
One criticism I have is the typesetting. The address symbol, & looks fine
in the programming examples (in courier font), but it becomes a totally
different symbol in the font used for text! I found this quite disconcerting, and
lor a moment or two wondered if it was some “new” symbol.
This is a useful supplementary text for students of the C programming
language. I doubt if there is anything new here for an experienced systems
programmer, though teachers, like me, may find the explanations and
examples helpful.
Liz Haywood
Victoria University of Technology
CAUSEY, R. (1994): Logic, Sets, and Recursion, Jones and Bartlett, Boston,
405pp., unstated.
This book is intended as an introduction to mathematical logic for under
graduates in mathematics, computer science and philosophy. It was devel
oped from an introductory logic course given, mainly to computer science
undergraduates, at the University of Texas.
Many introductory logic texts concentrate too much on logical formalisms
and proofs of key theorems rather than the motivations behind the formalisms
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and techniques for constructing proofs. Thus, while students may have seen
many proofs they are unable to construct their own proofs and thus flounder in
more advanced courses. Happily, Causey does not fall into this trap.
In fact, the feature I most liked about this book was the way that the author
explained, at length, how to construct proofs—even to the point of giving proof
schema. Indeed, the main motivation of the text appears to be to teach students
how to construct rigorous mathematical proofs. Another nice feature of the
book is the care in which each concept is introduced. For example, the author
takes much more care than is usual to distinguish meta-theory from object
theory, and labels from the objects they denote.
As one may guess, from the title, the topics covered are classical logic, set
theory and recursion. More specifically, the chapters on logic cover the
translation of English into classical logic and vice versa, the syntax and
semantics of classical logic, formal proof systems, various metatheorems (such
as the deduction theorem), resolution and recursive definitions. The chapter on
set theory covers the basic axioms, definitions and theorems of set theory,
relations, functions and orderings. The chapter on recursion theory covers the
natural numbers, mathematical induction, and recursively defined objects such
as trees. It does not, however, discuss formal recursion theory in any depth.
Overall, I would recommend this book as an undergraduate level introduc
tion to mathematical logic.
A. Bloesch
University of Queensland
MONTGOMERY, S.L. (1994): Object-Oriented Information Engineering,
Academic Press, New York, 324pp., $US 39.95.
The author of this book, Stephen Montgomery, is the president of a company
that specialises in structured development techniques and tools. Thus, as
might then be expected this book is intended for a wide spectrum of
application developers interested in object-oriented analysis and design for
information systems.
Quite a wide range of topics are discussed, ranging from an overview of
information engineering, and in particular, object-oriented information engi
neering, onto detailed object modelling, object interactions, user interface
requirements, database environments, and client/server and co-operative
processing, as well as numerous others.
No particular programming language is assumed; in fact, a chapter is even
devoted to how various object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk and C++
can contribute to the development of systems.
The book is most easy to read, with references, a glossary and illustrations
throughout. It is lacking in some minor areas of presentation, such as the
section on user interfaces, where the menus from Microsoft Word for
Windows are used as an example. Rather than a screen captured picture, or a
picture that looks like a menu, the various options are just listed one to a line.
Of course, this is only a very minor point and does not at all detract from the
great readability of the book.
Overall, I think that this is a most excellent book and would certainly be
of value to anyone interested in object-oriented design, without the particular
implementation in any specific language. It would certainly be of great use to
anyone interested in large-scale information engineering project, with the
methodologies and relevant issues raised and answered most completely.
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
RAJKUMAR, R. (1991): Synchronization in Real-Time Systems — A
Priority Inheritance Approach, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 176pp.,
SUS59.95 (hardback).
This book examines scheduling in real-time systems where some form of
synchronisation is used to control access to shared data items. Both single and
multiprocessor system are considered with the aim of finding algorithms
which make sure all tasks are completed on time, and that best use is made of
the resources available.
It is a very narrow and specialised book, it will appeal only to software
engineers working with Real Time Systems where task must complete on
time, students who want a greater than usual understanding of priority in Real
Time Systems, and researchers in this and related areas.
The author’s main concern is with the problem of priority inversion, the
term use in real time system to describe situations where low priority tasks
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prevent the execution of high priority tasks by locking resources.
The author clearly and precisely describes the situations which cause
priority inversion, and several different schemes for preventing this
problem, especially the priority inheritance protocol of the title. To
support these descriptions the author includes detailed analysis of the
problems, and various variations on the solution. Results are proved in
the form of theorems. The analysis is first done for single processors,
then extended to multiprocesses, and is also applied to locking within
distributed real-time database systems.
Some reservations'. The book does not contain implementation de
tails or code for the various protocols described, and the theorem
proving is done in an unsophisticated way. It would be interesting to see
the proofs in this book recast into a formal logic language such as the
“Temporal Logic of Actions” developed by Leslie Lamport (1991).
Increasing the rigour of the proofs would add to the book, and possibly
provide more insight into general solutions to the many remaining
problems in developing real-time systems.
Reference
LAMPORT, L. (1991): The Temporal Logic ofActions, Digital Equipment
Corporation, System Research Center Report 79.
Peter Bell
Digital Equipment Corporation Pry Ltd
OLIVER, I. (1993): Programming Classics, Prentice-Hall, Sydney, 386pp.,
$59.95.
This book is subtitled, “Implementing the World’s Best Algorithms”. Al
though a very comprehensive range of useful algorithms are presented, what
defines one of the world’s best algorithms is not mentioned. Is one to assume
that because there is no coverage of the Runge-Kutta method, for example, it
is not a very good algorithm? Of course this is not a complaint against the
book, rather just a curious point.
The algorithms presented are ordered into a number of categories, by
chapter. These are arithmetic, numeration, permutations and combinations,
data structures, sorting and merging, text processing, random numbers,
finance, file updating, matrices, curve fitting and networks.
A very clear pseudocode is used throughout the book to implement the
algorithms, and this is explained very comprehensively at the commencement
of the text. In fact, the author even goes into detail as to how to implement the
pseudocode in a variety of programming languages, and as a result, the
algorithms are almost completely ready to be typed into a computer and run.
Quite an amount of detail is spent on each topic. For example, the section
on sorting presents nine algorithms for sorting arrays, ranging from the usual
Bubble and Shell sorts, onto the more complicated Radix and Quick sorts. It
would have been nice to have seen something more advanced.
Further, the author gives clear and concise descriptions of every algorithm
presented, explaining all of the variables and structures used. Test programs
and their output are presented, as well as a description of the usage and the
analysis of the algorithm — in English, rather than complex mathematical
proofs. Big-0 notation is used, but only briefly.
A good reference section and index are included, and I especially like the
design of the book which permits it to lie open on the table.
In short, the book is a most practical text (even going into detail as to why
recursion is impractical in many cases), and yet preserves elegance in the
algorithms presented. It would be an excellent reference for any programmer
or software engineer, and in fact, I would even buy a copy myself!
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
FITES, P. and KRATZ, M.P.J. (1993): Information Systems Security: A
Practitioners Reference, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 470pp., $60.95
(paperback).
This book purports to contain the body of knowledge required for a competent
professional IT security manager, and achieves this objective quite well.
In determining the subject areas and level of detail required, the authors
have assembled the material to succeed in the Certified Information Systems
Security Professional exam. This widely recognised US qualification sets a
good standard for the professional security manager, and ensures that the

book is pitched at a useable and practical level.
It begins with a lengthy acknowledgment and set of acronyms (and you
will need the latter), followed by an introduction outlining international
developments in security certification, and a proposed code of ethics and
good practices. Next is a useful overview, which could serve as a management
introduction to information security.
There are 16 chapters, not in any particular order, for example, policy
development is the last chapter. These contain all the traditional topics one
would expect, although information ethics turned out to be more concerned
with the professional ethics of information security practitioners.
The chapter layouts are quite useful, with the detail of each chapter
preceded by:
— a list of the abilities to be learned in the chapter;
— some examples of the application of that knowledge; and,
— definitions of special terms introduced in the chapter.
I found the coverage of each topic to be very solid and comprehensive for
a general security work. This would certainly serve as an everyday reference.
Of course, each particular topic needs further detail, which is outside the
scope of a work such as this. Also, it was good to see a balance of technical
and management issues, such as organisational structure, security awareness
and risk management. As IBM says, security is a management issue, not a
technical one.
Having said that, and given that this book was published only last year, it
is hard to understand why there is no coverage of specific issues relating to
open systems/client server. Issues such as cross platform user/process authen
tication, cross platform database communications, and single point sign on,
are at the forefront of security architecture definition. Answers to all these
issues are not currently generally available, but that does not mean they
should be ignored. These are technical problems that impact security practi
tioners every day.
The book ends with three appendices: references; attacks; and, a list of
security videos.
The attacks are a systematic list of known penetration methods. This is a
very extensive and interesting list, but would have been more useful if an
indication were given as to the relative frequency of occurrence. Some of the
more obscure methods were very technical, but the simpler methods were far
more commonly used successfully in my experience.
The videos were almost all from US companies, and were a reasonable mix
of serious training videos, and dramatic (or humorous) case studies. These are
often used to good effect in security awareness programs.
Peter Cooper
Macquarie Bank, Sydney
FORESTER, T. (1993): Silicon Samurai, Blackwell Publishers, Cambridge,
Mass., 230pp., SA39.95 (hardback).
The author, Tom Forester, is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Computing
and Information Technology, Griffith University, Queensland, and he is
author or editor of six other books on the Information Technology Industry.
The subtitle for this book is “How Japan Conquered the World’s I.T.
industry”, and this neatly summarises the contents.
Most of us would agree that Japan has well and truly claimed leadership
of the world’s electronics industry, but if pressed for details on when and how
this happened, we’d be stuck. The biggest contribution of this book is that it
answers these questions by collecting, correlating and distilling facts from a
wide range of sources, and then assembling a very readable, credible, and
compelling account of how Japan has gained leadership of the I.T. industry.
The book focuses mostly on the battle between Japan and the USA for
domination of various I.T. industry segments over the past forty years. In no
case does the USA come out in front. Forester touches on Europe as a player
in the I.T. industry, but quickly dismisses it as a serious contender.
The book is very well structured. Forester takes individual industry seg
ments in turn, and analyses how Japan has taken leadership of those segments.
He first considers Consumer Electronics, then Semiconductors, the Computers,
then Manufacturing Technology (such as machine tools), then Office Equip
ment, and finally Telecommunications. Each of these chapters is very factual.
The last chapter then brings the common threads from each of these examina
tions together, and makes predictions about future winners (Japan) and losers
(Europe and US A) in the I.T. industry. By separating the relevant facts from the
conclusions that he draws from them, Forester leaves the reader free to examine
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the same facts and draw their own conclusions.
The book, overall, is a very interesting read. There are a few minor faults,
but these don't detract greatly from the book. Occasionally, Forester provides
rather contorted explanations of technical matters in non-technical language
— his explanation of a DRAM as being like a telephone network with
individually addressable cells, which themselves are like miniature black
boards which can be erased — is probably the worst. More seriously, he
doesn't always do justice to those market segments which don’t fit well within
his overall theme of Japanese superiority. For example, the desktop PC
market and the workstation market are ones where the Japanese have not done
so well, but Forester largely glosses over these areas, rather than trying to
analyse why this might be so. These criticisms, though, are only minor.
I'd recommend this book highly, especially to those with an interest in the
dynamics of the world’s I.T. marketplace.
N. W. Bergmann
CSIRO/Flinders Joint Research Centre in Information Technology
KURSHAN, R. (ed.J (1993): Computer-Aided Verification, Kluwer, Boston,
142pp., $US105 (hardback).
I have noticed a disturbing trend in book titles — titles that claim more than
the book delivers. For example, a better title for this book would have been
‘Formal Hardware Verification'. The book consists of four reprinted papers
from the journal ‘Formal Methods in System Design'.
The most notable paper in the collection is the first: a ninety-two page survey
of formal hardware verification techniques. The paper is at an introductory
level, assuming only a basic understanding of logic. The major topics covered
are the HOL theorem prover, temporal logic, model checking, and automata.
This survey provides a good, albeit dense, guide to the literature and is probably
best suited to someone who intends working in the area and would like to
familiarise themselves with the literature. The well organised list of over two
hundred references is an especially valuable resource.
I found the other articles less interesting. The second paper, is an uninforma
tive ten page article on an automata based verification system. The third paper,
is a twenty-three page paper on improving the performance of model checking.
The basic idea is to store as many visited states as possible and to use these to
reduce the chances of reverifying states. The fourth paper, is a thirteen page
paper on reducing the memory requirements in model checking. However, the
cost of their approach is that sometimes errors are made and incorrect designs
are certified correct. The approach is however good for quickly checking for
errors in a system.
Frankly, I think the book is overpriced. The only article of general interest
is the survey article (Gupta (1992)) which should be available by interlibrary
loan.
Reference
GUPTA, A. (1992): Formal Hardware Verification Methods: A Survey,
Formal Methods in System Design, 1, pp. 151-238.
A. Bloesch
University of Queensland
ADAMS, P. M. and TONDO, C. L. (1993): Writing UNIX Device Drivers
in C, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 550pp., unstated price.
This book is certainly, as the back cover states, a practical, hands-on guide to
driver design and development. The authors discuss all issues and concepts
relevant to the topic, and put forward a template-based view, which is
intended to reduce the drudgery of the implementation and debugging of
device drivers. The authors know what they are talking about, and previously
wrote a similar book for DOS.
The book is divided into three major sections. The first introduces the tools
and the vocabulary used throughout the remainder of the book. The second
part covers the architecture and operational characteristics of UNIX device
drivers (from the 80386 processor point of view), and the final section
actually walks most comprehensively and clearly through the design, imple
mentation and debugging of a fully functional SCSI device driver. It is of
course, somewhat inefficient and incomplete, being purely for tutorial pur
poses, but it does make the process very clear.
A disk is enclosed with the book, containing all the source code presented.
It is however specifically for SCO UNIX 3.2, and so I was unable to attempt
to compile it, having no SCO UNIX system accessible. The source code is
very well written, the authors having a very good programming style.
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The book itself is most easy to follow, with clear pictures and typestyles
used, as well as a good index.
In short, I would have no hesitation in recommending this book to anyone
who ever needs to write a UNIX device driver. Those actually using SCO
UNIX will have the most benefit from this book, because of the disk and the
emphasis of the text on the 80386 processor. References are made however,
to other versions of UNIX, including multiprocessor versions. The book
would also be of great use to anyone with an interest in UNIX internals, due
to its discussions on file systems, interrupts and PKIs, u-areas, and all aspects
of device drivers in general.
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
JENSEN, K., HEIDORN, G. and RICHARDSON, S. (eds) (1993): Natu
ral Language Processing: The PLNLP Approach, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Norwell, 324pp., SUS80.00 (hardback).
Natural Language Processing is not a guide book on the topic. Rather it is an indepth collection of papers related to one possible approach to the problem:
PLNLP (Programming Language for Natural Language Processing). PLNLP
(pronounced “Penelope”) was started in the 1980s from the IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Centre. According to the authors, PLNLP is an integrated,
incremental system for broad-coverage syntatic and semantic analysis and
synthesis of natural language. Most of the papers contained in the volume relate
to English language tasks but PLNLP also can be used with other languages.
Also note that PLNLP deals with typed input, it does not handle spoken input.
In the introduction, the authors outline the history and development of the
system as well as describing the major system components. Unfortunately,
this introduction is really too brief for anyone unfamiliar with the system. To
properly understand PLNLP, it would be wise to another source for introduc
tory material and then tackle this volume. It would also be possible to get a
clearer understanding by reading selectively rather than cover to cover. Good
chapters to introduce the topic would be 3 and 6.
The remainder of the book is divided into six sections, each corresponding
to a major component of the overall system.
— Syntax: chapters 2-10
— Reassignment: chapters 11-15
— Logical Form: chapters 16-18
— Normalization of semantic relations: chapter 21
— Paragraph model: chapter 22
Some of the chapters may be valuable as independent references. For
example, chapter 18 discusses in detail a practical implementation of an
English to Chinese translator. The entire project took only 100 person-months
and is capable of producing simple technical translations. The example
translation is from a section of a DOS manual (which is hard enough to read
in English). The system manages to translate the gist of the passage but fails
to achieve an aesthetically pleasing result.
Other chapters that may bear relevance outside the PLNLP domain
include: 8 (English to Japanese), 15 (analysis of dictionary definitions), and
20 (word-sense disambiguation by example).
Natural Language Processing is not a book for beginners. However, if you
are interested in Natural Language Processing and PLNLP in particular, this
is an invaluable addition to your library.
J. Wright
Guru Software Services
PROSISE, J. (1993): DOS 6 Memory Management with Utilities, Ziff Davis
Press, 405pp., $59.95 (paperback) inc diskette.
One of the largest sections in any computer book shop is on DOS, and
explanations on how PC’s work. To say that this isjust another of these books,
would be to underrate it. This book covers one of the major areas in DOS
configuration, memory management. As any power user of DOS systems will
tell you, trying to find enough memory for all your applications is becoming
increasingly difficult. Virtually every new release of a product takes more
memory than the previous version.
The last few releases of DOS have taken steps to address this problem.
Features which allow DOS to make use of high memory and advanced
memory management facilities available on the Intel 80386 and 80486
processors, were first introduced in DOS 5. These were further improved and
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extended with the release of DOS 6, and all these are described in this
book. Jeff Prosise, the author, is well aware of what these changes mean
and how to make the best use of them. He is a contributing editor to a
number of PC journals, including PC Magazine, and author of other
books on DOS.
DOS 6 Memory Management, starts with a description of the different
types of memory available under DOS: conventional, upper, extended and
expanded. It then goes on with an explanation of what the high memory area
(HMA) is, and how DOS is loaded into this region, followed by a similar
explanation of DOS upper memory blocks (UMB). These explanations
include details of what is need in config.sys to enable these features, and
examples of how to modify the system for specific cases, including 286 and
386 processors. The book covers both DOS 5 and 6, as the basics are the same,
differing only in details and additional control features added in DOS 6. Next,
there is a description of how TSR’s, etc, hold memory, and how memory is
allocated by DOS, including the details of upper memory usage. There are
also separate chapters on memory optimisation, third-party memory manag
ers, DOS 6 configuration menus and the memory API. Finally, there is a
diskette containing a number of useful utilities, the source for which is within
the book.
This book is aimed at the novice and average DOS user, who needs to learn
how to get a bit more out of their system. It certainly is well written and
includes some very useful information that should help its target audience,
however, it is a book trying to cover a moving target. For example, with the
release of DOS 6.2, dblspace is now loaded into the HMA, invalidating some
of the details about loading buffers into the HMA. This does not change the
basic principles, just the application of them.
All in all, this book gives a good description of memory allocation and
management within DOS 5 and 6. It would be a valuable addition to the library
of any new DOS user, although there are probably a number of other books
available, just as good.
Frank Crawford
ANSAMS
LOUW, E. and DUFFY, N. (1992): Managing Computer Viruses, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 171pp., $47.50.
If you expect this book to teach you about how to write viruses or what Virus
x does, then this is not the book for you.
Managing Computer Viruses is a book about the type of techniques you
should be employing within your organisation to limit the effect of the
introduction of a computer virus to your systems. As such, this book is aimed
at Managers, which is clearly stated on the back of the book. I would go one
stage further and say that this book is best aimed at the “Security Managers”
of an organisation. Security Managers are those people whose responsibility
is for the security of the computer systems within that organisation. This is not
always the most senior management.
Given that a computer virus can behave in almost any manner that the
author chooses, it is pointless to write a book describing every known
computer virus and its effects. This book takes the brave step of trying to
categorise computer viruses under common criteria, and then examine the
effects of whole groups of viruses in a general manner.
Another brave analogy is drawn between the biological virus, and the
computer virus. The authors try to examine this point of view scientifically,
in the hope of validating the analogy. Having done this, they apply epidemio
logical principles in an attempt to predict the risk of computer virus epidemics
within a company.
The authors lead you to improving your security against viruses by first
passing through the risk analysis stage. Understanding the risk of viruses
helps management to devote sufficient resources to combating the problem.
Lists of safe and unsafe user practices form part of a supplied range of virus
control methodologies.
I thought that this book was well written, and is worth reading if your
company has a concern about computer and data security. The principles
highlighted in this book should be well known to many computer
security practitioners, and it is good to see the policy side of computer
security documented in one place, with the correct level of its impor
tance emphasised.
Danny Smith
The University of Queensland

MERMET, J. (ed.) (1992): VHDL for Simulation, Synthesys and Formal
Proofs of Hardware, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, NL,
307pp., SUS69.95 (hardcover).
This book is a collection of papers selected as “outstanding contributors” (in
the words of the editor) to the Euro-VHDL ’90 and '91 Conferences. The
papers are divided into four sections: simulation, synthesis, formal verifi
cation and semantics, and system level design and modelling. This catego
risation is generally appropriate, although a couple of the papers seem to be
misplaced. Being conference papers, they present very specific topics in
each of these areas, and should not be viewed as tutorials, or as providing
comprehensive coverage. However, they do provide a mix of more funda
mental research and industry-oriented CAE research and development.
Many of the authors of these papers are prominent figures in the VHDL
community, either for their research activity or their efforts in the CAD
industry.
Given the focused nature of the papers and the high price (usual for books
from this publisher), this is probably not a book you would buy for your
personal bookshelf. However, it provides a good reference source in the area
of CAD for digital systems, and would be appropriate for an academic
reference library.
Following is a brief precis of each of the articles.
Simulation:
Liu & Pawlak — Compares styles for including timing checks in VHDL
models.
Dufresne et al — Describes a system for automatically generating a test
bench and stimulus/response tests from user specified timing diagrams, to test
for correct timing behaviour of a model.
Khordoc at al — Describes an optimised version of the MOSSIM-II
algorithm for switch-level simulation, and presents an implementation of it in
VHDL. Shows relative performance of gate models and switch level models
using a number of versions of the algorithm.
Stanculescu — Outlines a correction to the switch-level transistor models
presented by the author in an earlier publication. This corrects erroneous
behaviour and improves performance.
Silola et al — Describes a modified CASE tool for system level specifi
cation using data flow and state transition diagrams. These are translated into
VHDL, and can be simulated as an uninterpreted model to evaluate
performance.
Connor et al — Describes the approach developed by Cadence Design
Systems for specifying delay values in ASIC models, allowing for back
annotation. This work lead to the VITAL proposal now in development by
VHDL International.
Synthesis:
Konuk & Marschner—Describes the support for synthesis added by CLSI
to their Design Library System, based on control-data flow graphs (CDFGs).
Allows uniform use of VHDL and CDFGs for design representation at all
stages of hierarchical synthesis, and provides a framework for integrating
synthesis tools together.
Postula — Evaluates VHDL as a language for synthesis, given that it was
designed for simulation. Describes a subset that allows synthesis, and a graph
intermediate representation supporting high-level synthesis.
Cottrell — Describes the LSI Logic Silicon 1076 ASIC design system.
Supports RTL and logic synthesis, module generators and simulation. Based
on a VHDL subset.
Lundberg — Presents a graphical design tool for specifying DSP systems.
It generates VHDL that can be synthesised and simulated using commercial
tools.
Elliott & Haiper— Discusses synthesis tools with respect to preservation
of simulation semantics in the synthesised result, and with respect to optimising
to an "efficient” result. The latter uses techniques from compiler technology.
Formal Verification and Semantics:
Debreil et al — Presents algorithms for verifying well-formedness of
hierarchical FSMs described in VHDL, and for detecting errors in the
resulting composite FSM by symbolic execution of the machine.
Salem & Borrione — Presents a functional semantic model of signals and
timing in VHDL, and validates it with respect to the informal operational
semantics in the LRM.
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Marshall & Kahn—Presents a preliminary EXPRESS information model
of VHDL semantics
Borrione et al — Reports first results in proof of correctness of VHDL
models, by using the Boyer-Moore theorem prover on the automatically
derived functional representation.
Wilsey — Presents techniques for developing a temporal logic semantic
model of VHDL, covering signal assignment and evaluation, and process
execution.
System Level Design & Modelling:
Rammig — Presents a view of what system level design is and what it
involves, surveys some modelling and specification techniques, including
use of HDLs. Includes a comprehensive bibliography.
Hohl — Presents a hardware design methodology using a HDL (VHDL in
particular), based on software development processes.
Le Faou & Mermet — Shows how the control graph notation from the
CASCADE HDL can be expressed in VHDL. This is a Petri-net like notation
for specifying control aspects of a design.
Peter Ashenden
University ofAdelaide

STARK, J. (1992): Engineering Information Management Systems: Beyond
CADICAM to Concurrent Engineering Support, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, New York, 209pp., $76.95 (Paperback).
This book takes a fresh look into an old problem — the management and
effective use of “engineering” information. The book differentiates “busi
ness” information from “engineering” information and presents the complex
area in a “how to” fashion. From this point of view the author has been
successful. It has ten chapters and four appendices.
The concept of Engineering Information Management Systems (EIMS) is
introduced in chapter 1. Here the author uses the acronym EDM/EWM
systems (engineering data management/engineering workflow management)
to reinforce the “multiple objectives” of EIMS — a term I personally did not
like. The author emphasises the top management involvement in EDM/EWM
and devotes chapter 2 on this topic. Chapter 3 presents the concept of
engineering workflow management in some detail and chapter 4 devotes to
the components of EDM/EWM systems. I consider chapter 4 as the heart of
this book and very much informative. Chapter 5, entitled “the need for EDM/
EWM systems”, is out of sequence and should have been after Chapter 2.
Chapters 6,7, and 8 concentrate on the data management component of EDM/
EWM systems dealing with such issues as data modelling, EDI, OSI etc.
These topics are described from EIMS point of view and are presented very
briefly. The last two Chapters, 9 and 10, are devoted to the implementation
issues of EDM/EWM systems. A three phase approach to implementation is
presented and discussed nicely.
This book does not present any topic in detail. Unfamiliar readers may
sometime find it unconvincing and full of technical terms without proper
explanation. The book also does not present any references for knowledge
hungry readers. On the positive side it contains a list of 50 plus commercially
available EDM/EWM systems with addresses which will be extremely
valuable to readers in this area.
Despite the abovementioned drawback I enjoyed reading the book. It can
be used as a reference for courses in manufacturing information management,
engineering information management and other related areas.
Dr M. Quaddus
Curtin University of Technology

NIVAT, M. and PODELSKI, A. (eds.) (1992): Tree Automata and Lan
guages. North Holland, 486pp., $US 128.50 (hard cover).
This book is a collection of papers generated by thirty five researchers who
attended the Tree Languages and Tree Automata meeting held in Le Touquet,
Northern France in June 1990.
The volume contains twenty contributions covering special aspects of
trees, automata, and languages. The foreword of the book suggests that the
articles are comprehensive half-survey papers; this they are not. The articles
are similar in nature to those one would expect to find in reputable journals
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of computer science and pure mathematics. Having made this point, I must
add that the volume is a valuable collection of pure research articles that
provide rigorous mathematical exposition of theoretical properties of trees,
automata, and languages.
The target audience for this text is that of Honours year or later
research students in the fields of mathematics and computer science who
are required to study automata and languages, or professional research
ers whose specific interests lie in the areas of computer algebra or
combinatorics. The issues of computability and decidability feature
prominently and will attract the interest of such researchers. In addition,
each article includes an extensive bibliography of related research
works including recent PhD theses.
A bonus to be enjoyed by readers of the papers is that in almost every case
individual authors have concluded their articles with suggestions for future
research directions.
The theory of tree languages was founded in the late sixties but suffered
a decline in popularity until the mid eighties. There is currently a revival of
interest in the topic, with a number of significant results proved in the past
seven years. A large proportion of these results are included in this book.
Trees appear naturally in many chapters of computer science and each new
property often results in improvement of some computational solution of a
real problem. Unfortunately the book does not include possible applications
of the theoretical results. A second volume featuring discussion of the
application of results to problems of data structures, algorithms, and systems
programming would be most welcome.
The book is a recommended addition for the bookshelf of any serious trees,
automata, and languages researcher.
Nicholas Billington
Victoria University of Technology

TRAITSER, R.R. (1993): ObjectWindows for C++, Academic Press Pro
fessional, 205pp., unstated price, (paperback).
As most Windows programmers would be aware, to write software for
Windows in longhand involves an unfortunate amount of coding. In order to
alleviate this, Borland International released ObjectWindows with Turbo
C++ for Windows which includes many functions that relieves the program
mer of the more tedious tasks to allow them to concentrate on the more
important issues.
The first chapter discusses the Microsoft Windows environment which
includes Fonts, Object Linking & Embedding (OLE), Multimedia, the GUI
concept, Multitasking etc. and how C++ and Object Windows fits in. If one
was a newcomer then this would be worthwhile reading otherwise most of this
chapter could be skipped.
In the second chapter the author covers how to create text applications.
This includes how to create windows, read and write to them and using
controls such as scroll bars.
Chapter 3 involves Graphics and how to create circles, rectangles etc. This
chapter highlights how simple it is to move from Text based applications to
drawing Graphics with Object Windows.
A rather important item used in Windows is the mouse. Chapter 4
discusses both the mouse in general then how one can detect button
activity and movement. If the rest of programming was as easy as
detecting mouse activity and performing tasks with the mouse, one
would be out of a job.
Chapters 5,6 and 7 explore the artistic component of Windows, Resource
Files, Message Boxes, Menus, List Boxes, Fonts, Text Orientation, Bitmaps
and Metafiles. As most would agree, these items make up the most common
tools used in Windows programming.
Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the Printer Operations of Windows. This
covers such things as setting up, printer co-ordinates and screen dumps to the
printer.
I found this book interesting but not over stimulating. I suspect the
audience for this book would be for newcomers to Windows program
ming and C++. It would also be worthwhile for those who are evaluating
compilers for Windows to give them a basic understanding of Borlands
offering.
Andrew Iggleden
Advantage Solutions

NEWS BRIEFS
‘News Briefs’ is a regularfeature which covers
local and overseas developments in the compu
ter industry including new products and other
topical events of interest.
$300,000 SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
FOR BENDIGO STUDENTS
Students in computing at La Trobe University
Bendigo have received a boost to their employ
ment prospects thanks to a unique partnership
between the University, Bendigo Building Soci
ety and Hitachi Data Systems.
The Bendigo and Hitachi will spend $300,000
over the next three years providing industry
placement scholarships to a select number of
senior students studying for a Bachelor of Com
puting or a Bachelor of Computing/Bachelor of
Business (ACC) combined degree.
It is the first program of its kind where the
University and local business have combined to
offer such a substantial scholarship program.
It not only gives the students practical expe
rience with a major data processing system in a
business environment but also with the people
who installed it.
Under the new Industry Based Learning Pro
gram, six scholarships will be made available
each year to students involved in studying for a
degree in Computing.
Successful students will secure a 40 week
industry placement involving 20 weeks with the
Bendigo Building Society and a further 20 with
Hitachi Data Systems in Melbourne. This has
been designed to provide industry experience,
general career guidance and counselling for the
advancement of their career.
The Bendigo’s Group Managing Director
Rob Hunt said the opportunity to develop closer
links with LaTrobe University, Bendigo emerged
after the building society located all its data
processing systems into a new $8.5 million
complex at Fountain Court.
According to Peter Dulmanis, Regional Di
rector — Victoria, it is the first time HDS has
participated in such a scholarship program.
The co-operative industry-based learning pro
gram for university computing students was
welcomed enthusiastically by Acting Dean, Dr
Ian MacBean.
NEW GROUND WITH ‘VIRTUAL
RETAILING’ RESEARCH
LABORATORY
Sydney University’s Marketing Department
is to establish a virtual retailing research
laboratory to finesse its world-class capabili
ties in consumer choice behaviour modelling
and analysis.
Hailed as a ‘first’ for the southern hemi
sphere, the laboratory will use state-of-the-art
computer and graphic multi-media technology
to enable the prediction of consumers’ real world
shopping behaviour. It is under the direction of
Professor Jordan Louviere, head of the Univer
sity’s Department of Marketing, and pioneer of
consumer choice behaviour research
Professor Louviere says the virtual retailing
project is both internationally important for
Australia as it will put Sydney University on the
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Left to right: Peter Dulmanis (Regional Director, Victoria — Hitachi Data Systems), Rob Hunt
(Group Managing Director — Bendigo Building Society) Dr Ian MacBean (Acting Dean — La
Trobe University, Bendigo) and (seated) La Trobe University, Bendigo student Judi McClellan.
map globally as a centre for consumer choice
behaviour research, and domestically exciting
for Australian companies simply because of its
accessibility.
“Consumer choice behaviour research is a
most vital tool in a company’s marketing
armoury”, Professor Louviere said .“By de
veloping a micro-simulation system to study
and predict consumer shopping behaviour in
both real world and virtual retail environ
ments, we can overcome the fundamental
weakness of present-day consumer choice
research which, to date, has generally been
applied to single choice events”.
“Today’s interactive data collection methods
mean that interactive settings can be created to
simulate more realistic dynamic consumer choice
environments, reflecting the fact that consumer
choice processes are not a single independent
choice but a series of choices”.
“Modern computer hardware, virtual reality
software and multi-media technology mean that
different marketing scenarios can be introduced
as contexts, and different functional, temporal
and spatial settings constraining consumer choice
processes can be created”, he said.
With funds now allocated to developing the
laboratory, and academic staff now appointed,
Professor Louviere anticipates the laboratory will
be in use by mid-1995. A specialist in understand
ing and modelling consumer choice processes,
Professor Louviere ranks among the world’s top
leaders in this field. He believes in a highly
analytical and scientific approach to marketing.
He said “Companies cannot operate unless
they have some way of gathering information,
summarising it in a useful form, analysing it and
making decisions based on an assessment of the
likely consequences of such a decision Today,
successful marketers use computers and sophis
ticated analytical tools to build and apply dy

namic models of product performance and con
sumer behaviour in the marketplace.
“I am delighted to be leading a team of world
experts to establish and manage such a marvel
lous facility here in Sydney. The laboratory’s
establishment is recognition that Sydney Uni
versity is committed to setting benchmark stand
ards in marketing research and management in
Australia, and internationally”.
Professor Louviere was appointed head of
the University’s recently-established Department
of Marketing within the Faculty of Economics in
July this year, following the inauguration of a
Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.) degree pro
gram at Sydney University in 1993. The Univer
sity will be introducing its Master of Commerce
degree (M.Com.) in mid-1995.
TICKET TO RIDE THE
“SUPERHIGHWAY”
We have all heard that exciting 90s phrase, the
information superhighway, and most of us know
the world is connected by a vast computer net
work with millions of users communicating with
each other in an alluring realm of knowledge and
information. But how many of us have access to
this mysterious “superhighway” or know how to
gain access to it? The University of Newcastle is
offering its graduates, members of the public
and companies the opportunity to buy a ticket to
ride the “superhighway”.
University Computing Services, and the Uni
versity’s graduate body, Convocation, is offer
ing Internet access facilities to the public through
a fixed-rate computer account. For $ 125 per year
for contributing members of Convocation ($240
for other private users), the new style accounts
will provide electronic mail access, news access
and access to information facilities. Business
users, wishing to tap into the network for profes
sional use, will be charged $600 annually.

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)
Through AARNet (the Australian Academic
and Research Network), users will be able to
connect with Internet, a worldwide network origi
nating in the United States, connecting to many
separate networks and computers. Internet al
lows access to North American educational,
military, government and research networks, as
well as other national networks such as JANET
(the Academic Network) in Britain and EARN
(European Academic Research Network) in Eu
rope. Many commercial and industrial organisa
tions are also connected, with more being added
all the time. AARNet enables the account holder
to communicate with over two million academic
and research network users throughout the world.
And it is not just academic, research or commer
cial interests that find a niche on the networks of
the world. There are an enormous array of inter
est groups to which users can subscribe and
receive mail ranging from chess clubs to recipe
swapping enthusiasts.
Further information on purchasing your ticket
to a wild ride on the “information superhighway”
can be obtained by contacting the Convocation
Officer, Ms Kim Britton, phone (049) 21 6459 or
Director of Computing Services, Mr Paul But
ler, phone(049)215380.
POWER-SAVING DEVICE FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Reduced energy consumption and improved
monitor reliability are among the benefits claimed
when personal computers (PCs) are fitted with
the EconoWiz computer-monitor power saver
from Sensor Technologies, Hayling Island,
Hampshire, England.
Whenever the personal computer isleft unat
tended the device, from Sensor Technologies,
switches off the monitor after a preset time and
then, when the computer is required again, re
stores power to the monitor instantly with the
first keypress. Users can set the delay before
switch-off to any time between 15 seconds and
40 minutes.
The EconoWiz is an external hardware de
vice, measuring 110 x 65 x 35 mm, connected
between the monitor and a PC’s power outlet
and between the keyboard and the computer.
Installation takes only seconds, because existing
plugs and sockets are used, and the device has no
effect on software, network or printer.
Unlike software screen savers, which do
not affect power consumption appreciably,
the EconoWiz achieves significant cost sav
ings by switching off the monitor, which
consumes far more electricity than the PC’s
processing unit. Reductions in energy con
sumption depend on the size of monitor screen
and work habits of the user, but annual sav
ings of 550 to 700kWh can be achieved with
a typical 356mm screen. -Savings are even
greater for 432 or 508 mm screens.
Use of the device eliminates screen burn,
which occurs when the same image is dis
played for long periods, and the company
says that switching off the monitor when it is
not required also minimises radiation, re
duces heat emissions and fire risks, and im

proves security and privacy because sensi
tive information is not left on display.
PC95 SYDNEY
PC 95 to be staged at Sydney’s Darling Harbour
7-10 March will be the biggest PC show ever
seen in Australia, with 50% more space booked
at this stage than the space sold at the equivalent
pre-show period for PC94.
All the big names have reserved space at
PC95, including IBM, AST, Novell, Toshiba,
Apple, Compaq, Hewlett Packard, Microsoft,
Canon and more. IBM have doubled the size of
their stand and Intel have made a major commit
ment to the exhibition, taking space in their own
right within the networking section for the first
time. The merged Novell/Word Perfect pres
ence will also be felt in a big way.
PC95 will contain the largest ever compo
nent of overseas exhibitors with groups from
Taiwan, Germany, New Zealand and the UK.
Australia is seen as an important market by both
Asian and European manufacturers and the re
sult is keen competition with the PC show being
a platform from which to launch new products
and new technology.
NEW COMPUTER AND DATA
PROCESSING STANDARDS
Standards Australia has recently published
the following standards and drafts which will
be of interest to the computer and data process
ing sector.
AS/NZS 4244 Information technology —
Telecommunications and information ex
change between systems — 26-pole interface
connector mateability dimensions and contact
number assignments, specifies the 26-pole con
nector, including dimensions and assignments to
be used when the functional characteristics of the
interface conform with V.24 and the electrical
characteristics conform with V. 10, V. 11 or V.28.
This standard is identical with and has been
reproduced from ISO/IEC 11569:1993.

AS 4263(Int) — 1994 Interactive voice
response systems — User interface Dual tone
multi frequency (DTMF) signalling, specifies
requirements for the design of the user interface
in IVR systems where the user input to the
system is signalled by DTMF tones. Expires 5
December 1996.
AS2748 Supplement 1 Information tech
nology — Data communication — 25-pole
DTE/DCE interface connector and contact
number assignments — Interface connector
and contact assignments for a DTE/DCE in
terface for data signalling rates above 20,000
bit/s (Supplement to AS2748—1991) (ISO
2110:1989/Amd.l:1991), specifies connector
and assignments for signalling rates above 20,000
bit/s in accordance with ITU-T Recommenda
tions V.10 and V.ll. This standard is identical
with and has been reproduced from ISO
2110:1989/Amendment 1:1991.
AS2911 Supplement 1 —1995 Informa
tion processing systems Open Systems In
terconnection — Transport service defini
tion — Connectionless-mode transmission
(Supplement to AS2911—1986) (ISO
8072:1986/Add. 1:1986), provides a defini
tion for connectionless-mode transport serv
ice. This standard is identical with and has
been reproduced from ISO 8072:1986/
Add. 1:1986.
AS3512 Supplement 1 Information
processing systems — Data communica
tion — High-level data link control proce
dures — Description of the X.25 LAPBcompatible DTE data link procedures —
Conformance requirements (Supplement
to AS3512—1987) (ISO 7776:1986/
Amd.l:1992), specifies the static and dy
namic conformance requirements and proto
col implementation conformance statement
for X.25 LAPA-compatible DTE data link
procedures. This standard is identical with
and has been reproduced from ISO 7776:1986/
Amd. 1:1992. Publication date 1995-01-05.
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